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This dissertation consists of three papers. The first assesses the ability of bivariate
distribution models to explain the contemporaneous and autocorrelation between volume
and volatility. GMM is used to fit first and second moments of the model to the data and
analyze the model's fit. The second paper looks at the uncertainty surrounding cost
recovery in regulated utilities. Stock market data is used to ascertain the market's
perception about the deregulation of electricity in the United States. The third and final
paper looks at the economic evidence for a stochastic opportunity set from an investor's
point of view. A Bayesian investor must allocate her wealth between a risky and a risk
free asset after observing market data when the model for asset returns is unknown and
returns are potentially predictable.
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Chapter 1
A GENERALIZED METHOD OF MOMENTS TEST OF THE MIXTURE OF
DISTRIBUTIONS HYPOTHESIS WHEN THE LATENT VARIABLE IS AUTOREGRESSIVE

1.1

Introduction

The empirical correlation between volume and return is a well known characteristic
of stock market data, yet there have been few theoretical explanations as to why
volume and returns should be correlated. Traditional asset pricing models such as
the CAPM and APT rely primarily on some fonn of absence of arbitrage to price
assets but are silent on the role trading volume plays in the miurket. The importance
of understanding the relation between vohmie and return is explained in Karpoff
(L987). who also provides a review of the exidence on the contemporaneous correlation
between retium. retiun volatility, and volume.
Of coiu^e the principal reason for trvnng to understand the relation between vollune and return is to have a more general imderstanding of financial miurkets. In
particular it is of interest why the underlying price of an iisset should be related to
the number of times the iisset changes hands. In more practical terms, the effect of
volume on prices could have impUcations about the costs and benefits of speculative
trades and the desirability of market regulations such as circuit breakers. Likewise, re
turns are notoriously noisy and understanding the joint distribution between vohmie
and returns could possibly improve the power of event studies or tests for predictabil
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ity in returns.
Despite the importiince of understanding the relationship between return and
volume, models such as Admati eUid Pfleiderer (1988). Foster and Viswanathan (1990).
.•Vnderson (L996). and Tauchen and Pitts (1983) have either been impossible to test
directly, found little empirical support, or have not been well enough developed to
supplant current models such as the CAPM or APT in terms of understanding asset
returns and financial markets in general. This has resulted in much of the empiriciU
work taking an atheoreticiU approach to exploring relationsliips in the data. Granger
and Morgaiistem (1970). for instance, report that the squared difference between the
daily open and close is correlated with volume while Crouch (1970) finds that the
correlation between daily vohune and the absolute value of daily price changes is
positive. Such results suggest that understanding how and why vohune is related to
retiuTi volatility is essential to form a better imderstanding of option pricing.
The finding that daily volume is correlated with squared price changes hcis led to
the development of Mixtiwe of Distributions Models, or MODM. One advantage of
the MODM cUiss is that the models also provide an explanation for why retiuTis do
not appear to be normally chstributed. but instead exhibit fat tails in their empirical
distributions. Fat tails in asset returns are potentially troublesome given that many
financial models imply that asset returns have a discrete-time normal distribution
derived from their continuous-time properties. Understanding the deviation between
traditional financial models and the observed data is essential for the development
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of more accurate models. Since the MODM has at its heart a mixing over distribu
tions. the models generate fat tailed distributions for returns and cu:e candidates for
explaining the observed deviation from theoretical predictions.
Clark (1973) attempts to explain the leptokurtosis in returns as the result of the
randomness of the number of within-day transactions which are themselves linked
to the number of price changes. In his model the asset price"s change is the siun
of the within-day price changes. The trading voliune is thus related to the nimiber
of within-day transactions, causing trading volume to be correlated to the volatility.
Harris (1986) provides circumstantial evidence supporting the MODM by comparing
sample conditional and unconditional moments to those predicted by the MODM.
finding that both kurtosis and skewness in the data are adequately explained.
In the Clark (1973) model, however, iiifonnation flow must be made simultane
ously to all investors. This contrasts to the model developed in Tauchen and Pitts
(1983) where the model is motivated by a latent process that enters into both the
return and voliune generating process, resulting in their being jointly distributed.
The model consists of general information flows to the market and information flows
to individual investors, but the information flows iure not necessarily simultaneous.
The model implies both conditional and imconditional moments for the data and
also accounts for growing markets by positing that voliune increases linearly with the
niunber of traders. Tauchen and Pitts (1983) estimate the model's parameters using
maximum hkelihood on data from T-bill fiitures markets and find the parameters to
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be consistent with economic intuition.
Yet another stylized fact that can be justified by MODM is the relationship be
tween vohume and squared return. The MODM of Epps and Epps (1976) gives the
price change for each within-day transaction as the average change in investors' reser
vation prices. They assume that the magnitude of disagreement about prices amongst
investors is positively related to the magnitude of the change in the asset's price. The
implication is that the volmne-volatility relationship is caused by heterogenous beUefs
about the asset's value, and the more disparate those beUefs Me the more volume and
the larger price changes will be.
The volume-volatility relationship hcis received considerable empirical attention
over the Uist tlecade stemming from the development of ARCH and GARCH models.
For instance Nelson (1990) illustrates that Clark's model can be re-wTitten iis the
discrete time version of a continuous time exponential ARCH model. Lamoiureux
and Liistrapes (1990) analyze the question of endogeneity between return and vol
mne. presenting evidence that voliune is a sufficient statistic for sqiuured retiurns in
a GARCH specification. More recently GARCH models have encomitered competi
tion from stochastic volatility models where the retium volatility follows a stochastic
specification. The difficulty in using stochtistic volatilitv- models has been that they
are random error models, but the errors cure not distributed iid. This means the like
lihood fimction is a T-dimensional integral which is prohibitively difficidt to anal\-ze
either analv-tically or nimierically. .Jacquier. Poison, and Rossi (1994) use a Monte
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Carlo Markov Chain method to form posterior distributions for a stochastic volatility
model in a Bayesian approach. While their paper illustrates the promise of using sto
chastic volatility models in explaining and understanding stock returns and volatility,
it is stiU uncertain v/hat approach is the most appropriate since we must always be
concerned with over-fitting the data.
One of the appeals to MODM models is that they have a natural interpretation as
stochastic volatility models when volume is not conditioned upon. Due to the presence
of the latent process which serves as the mixing variable, however, estimation is not
straightforward since the model is like a random error model. Given the difficulty of
working with the models" likelihood, little ht^ been done to test the MODM directly.
Tauchen and Pitts (1983) is one example of such a MODM. Though the model hiis
circiunstantial support, in order to test the model directly the latent vfiriable must
be extracted or integrated over. Lamoiureux and Liistrapes (1994) employ a signal
extraction technique to captiure the latent process and then test if conditioning on
the extracted variable does away with GARCH effects in the data. After extracting
the latent variable and conditioning on it they conclude that the MODM fails to
fully accoimt for the GARCH effects in the data. Other empirical studies of MODM
include Anderson (1996) who tests a MODM using GMM and finds a good fit to the
data, while VVatanabe (2000) analv-zes the same class of models using Bayesian tech
niques and finds strong evidence that the models are rejected by the data. Siniiliu: to
Anderson (1996). Richardson and Smith (1994) use GMM to estimate the properties
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of the latent process and test the fit of the MODM to the data. They conclude, unlike
Anderson (1996), that the MODM does a poor job at fitting the data and that the
latent variable seems to be positively skewed and kurtotic.
This paper re-evaluates the GMM test of the Tauchen and Pitts (1983) model
taken by Richardson and Smith (1994) by using different moment conditions to overidentify the model. It is known that GMM is sensitive to the moments used to overidentify the model and it is important to understand in what dimension the MODM
provides a poor fit. While Richardson and Smith (1994) use only contemporaneous
moments in fitting the MODM. I over-identify the model using the implied contem
poraneous moment conditions and certain time-series moments. The over-identifying
moments are then used to evaluate the fit of MODM to the data. Even though the
GM^I Q-statistic on the over-identifying moments is known to be iis\*mptotically dis
tributed as a chi-square. the estimation is highly non-linear and potentially poorly
behaved in finite samples. To ascertain the small sample properties of the Q-statistic
I nm simulations calibrated to the data in order to form the finite sample distribution
of the statistic.
In the next section I discuss the motivation behind choosing different moments
and why my results will be potentially different from those of Richcurdson and Smith
(1994). In Section 1.3 I discuss the general estimation problem, including the clioice
of the weighting matrix and the test statistic for the over-identifying moments. I then
present the results in Section 1.4 and discuss the implications of the results in Section
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1.5.

1.2

Moth-ation

As pointtKl out in Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1994). Tauchen and Pitts' MODM can
be wTitten as

Vt — tJ"lFt + (T'yZ'lt \/~Ft
wiiere

is the return on the stock at time t . Vj is the stock's trading vohinie at time

t. fj..2 represents the unconditional meiin of volume. Zu and Z^t are random variables
with zero mean and imit variance, and Ft is a mixing v-ariable that accovmts for the
contemporaneous correlation between squared return and volume. Zit- Z-n- arid Ft are
all assumed to be mutually independent, and hence the covcuriance between sciuared
retium and vokmie conditional on the imobser\'ed mixing variable Ft is zero. This
implies that vohmie and squared return are imcorrelated when we condition on Ft.
meaning that the true \-alue of an asset is not in fact determined by the number of
times it trades. At the same time, though, the model allows squared return to be
unconditionally correlated to volimie. It still remains, however, to explain the nature
of the latent process FtThe most intuitive explanation of the latent process is that of an information flow.
It seems plausible that volume and price would move jointly because of information
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shocks about the future earnings or prospects of the stock. In this context the variable
Ft represents only the amount of information arriving to the market, explaining why
Ft must be non-negative. The determination as to the nature of the information
itself, i.e. if it's good or bad and its magnitude, will be determined by the variable
Zit- This also explains why Z,t is mean zero since one would expect new information
to be as equally likely to be good as bad. The model implies specific conditional
and imconditional moments which can be tested. Since the mixing variable Ft is not
directly observable, it is convenient to work with the model's imconditional moments.
Richardson and Smith (1994) derive and use the first, second, and third moments
iind cross moments of the model to over-identify the model's pimimeters. They do.
nevertheless, niiike one deviation from the MODM presented in Tauchen and Pitts
by allowing retiuri to have a non-zero mean. They do so by rf>-v\,Titing returns cis

Tf = fi^Ft -hn-iZity/Ft

Writing retiurns in this manner has the advantage that the moments now over-identify
the ptirameters without requiring any specific distributional assiunptions on Zu. Z-2tor Ft- The nine moment conditions' used are in fact
'Tauchen and Pitts (1983) note that standardizing Fj to have unit mean is obser\-ationally equiv
alent to the specified MODM. The only difference will be the scale of the other parameters. The
following moment conditions are for the transformed model.
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E[rt\ = Hi
E[K] =
E[(Vt - fl-y)'-] = (tI + fXT^aj

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1-4)

E[{^'t -

E[{Vt -

- fj-i)] =

(1-5)

E[{Vt-fi2)^] = 3Hi(Ti(T'j +

(1.6)

£J[(R£ —/ZJ)^] = 3FI2(T2(^J + FIOMS

(1.7)

- ;^I)] =

fiifiirnz + frlfi-yfT-j

(1.8)

^[(V'T - A^2)(RT - ^I)-] = FIIFIIMS + (RL^IRRJ

(1.9)

As can easily be corroborated, if the non-zero mean term of f.iiFt is left off. then
the right hand side of equations 1 and -5 through 8 become either zero or imknown
imless .some type of distributional iissumptions tire imposed o n Z u . Z>t- a n d / o r Ft.
This, however, would prohibit us from testing the MODM directly, and instead we
would be testing the MODM jointly with oiu* distributional assumptions. On the
other hand if we don't include the non-zero mean we are left with only foiu- variables
in four equations, meaning we have no over-identif\'ing restrictions to test.
Before proceeding either way it is important to first understand what economic
interpretation can be given to the term HiFt that Richardson and Smith add to the
model. At first glance the new term allows for a non-zero average retiun which is
consistent with theor\- and empirics. However, continuing with the intuition that the
mixing variable is an imobserved information flow, it becomes apparent that in the
specification ^iF( information can only positively effect an asset's mean return, even
if the information received were adverse. WTiereas information flows, good or bad.
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could increase the mean trading volume, the same is likely not true for an asset's
return. This ratikes the addition of the term to the model rather unappealing.
Re-specifying the mean to be

independent of the latent variable, does not

solve our problem. Such a specification does not result in over-identifying restrictions
on the pariimeters" . Failure to add the term will force the specification of the
distribution of the latent process in order to obtain sufficient moments to carr\' out
inference since otherwise we are left with four moments and four unknowns. With
only four eciuations and foiur parameters it is not possible to use the Wald statistic
developed by Hansen (1982) to test the MODM since there ture no over-identifv'ing
rt^trictions to be tested. Though Richiixdson and Smith present evidence for the most
part contrary- to the MODM. it is not clear that the model they test is consistent with
that of Tauchen and Pitts.
One other possibility for obtaining over-identifying restrictions, however, is to
somehow include the well documented persistence in conditional variance of retiuii
and voliune. First documented by Mandelbrot (1963), evidence on persistence in
conditioned variance has of late been suppUed from ARCH/GARCH models (BoUerslev. Chou. and Kroner (1992)). Persistence in volatility is a well known empirical
occurrence, but explaining the reasoning for its existence has been tis troublesome
as explaining the contemporaneous relation between v'olume and retium. Despite the
usefulness of ARCH models in modeling market phenomena. ARCH itself is not the•That is precisely why Richardson and Smith (1994) and Harris (1986) specify mean return as
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oretically motivated and provides no insight into why such persistence in conditional
variance is evident in market data. Any model that proposes to meaningfully explain
the data generating process of variance and return should be able to explain both the
contemporaneous correlation between volume and return and the persistence in the
variance of returns and volume.
If we assume that the mixing variable Ft follows a first-order

auto-regressive

process because of infonnation lags we could explain the serial dependence in return
volatility and voliune. Such a specification will maintain the conditional independence
of volume and volatihty while providing an explanation of persistence. This of course
means that a rejection of the model could be due piurely to misspecification of the
latent process. Given that over-identification of the model parameters is impossible
without further iissiunptions there is little else but to specify the information flow's
distribution or the latent process itself. Following Lamoiueux and Lastrapes (L994)
and VVatanabe (2000) who specify the mixing vtiriable as AR(1). I construct moment
conditions given that Ft follows such a process. This allows me to avoid specifying
restrictive distributional assiunptions about the information flow while incorporating
into the model the contemporaneous correlation imd autocorrelation between vohune
and volatility.
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1.3

Empirical Approach

As in Lamoureitx and Lastrapes (L994) I specify' the latent process to be

Ft = ctQ + aiFt-i + 0
where Ot is a mean zero random variable. Since an AR(I) process has unconditional
mean equal to
ao/ ( l

- Qi)

we can normalize the Ft process to hcive unit metm by specifying QQ
Qo = (1 - ai)

This specification generalizes the model's assumption that the information flow is
serially uncorrelated. Explaining and justifying such a process is more difficult.
One possible explanation is that the Tauchen and Pitts' model does allow for
non-simultaneous information flows to individuals. Such a specification could be
consistent with a model where traders update their beliefs about the private informa
tion flows of other traders as they observe price changes. Such an interpretation is
similar to recent theoretical models hke Anderson (1996) where information t\s\Tnmetries between market participants exist. Another possible justification for the spec
ification is a market where portfolio reallocations are sticky because of non-trivial
trading costs. One appealing aspect of the AR(1) process is that it induces a non
zero auto-corariance for squared return, a styhzed fact first noted in the literature by
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Mandelbrot (1963). The AR(1) process provides us with three more moments and
at the same time only one more parameter, a. the autocorrelation of the information
flow. This leaves us with five parameters and seven equations^. In particular the
moments I use are:

E[\\\ = M2
2 , 2 2
^[(v; - /^2)"]
Elrr] = n-i
=
E[{V, -1^2) i''f
= aa •1jiiT^2
E[{ri =
- ^2)!
E[(v; - A'-)] = afi^rrj
-

•>

-

(1.10)
(1.11)
(1.12)
(1.13)
(1.14)
(1.15)
(1.16)

Equation 1.13 shows that in the ciurent specification of the MODM there is a
positive correlation between volume and volatihty. iis is observed in the data. In
general a more volatile information flow will increase that relation. Equation 1.14 also
allows for persistence in %-olatihty. similar to a GARCH specification. Notice that the
higher the autocorrelation of the information flow is. the more persistent volatility
will be. Equation 1.16 similarly allows for persistence in volume that is positively
related to the degree of autocorrelation in the information flow. Equation 1.15 shows
that one of the implications of the information flow following an AR(1) process is that
future volatilitv- can be more accurately predicted given current volume, a relationship
that would certainly be usefid in pricing close to expiration options. The moment
force the sample mean to be zero by de-meaning the data, and hence assure that this particular
sample moment is equal to it's hj^pothesized mean.
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conditions i\re used to estimate the model parameters and form an over-identifying
test of the restrictions impUed by the model following Hansen (1982).

1.3.1

The GMM Over-Identifying Test

For simplicity we can think of the above moment conditions as an i?a:l vector h { X t . 6 ) .
where
Xt = {rt.Vt)
and 0 represents the A/ model parameters, which in our case are a. rry. rri;. rrj. fj..,- If
the series A't conforms to the MODM. then the expectation of h{Xt.9) at any point
in tiiue is
E[h{Xt.e)]=0
which gives us 7 residuals in each time period t . In large samples, given that A't does
in fact conform to the hypothesized model, the stmiple moments should approximate
zero as T —• oc.

£=1
The motivation behind GMM is to choose the model's parameters such that grid)
is equal t o zero. In finite samples a n d with over-identify-ing restrictions (when R >
M). this will not be possible. Some function of the errors instead must be minimized.
Similar to Generahzed Least Squares, GMM seeks to minimize the quadratic
Q = gr{9)E-'gr{e)

(1.17)
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where

is an R x R positive, semi-defmite matrix. Hansen (1982) proves that the

efficient choice amongst S is to use the covariance matrix of the residucils. Note that
the first order condition will be

G'E-W)=0

where G' is the M x R matrix of first derivatives of gr{d) with respect to the the vector
9. This leaves us with M equations in M unknowns, which will be uniquely identified.
Hansen also proves the cisymptotic distributions of the pturameter estimates and the
test statistic Q from equation 1.17 to be'
\ / f { e - 0 ) ~ . V ( O . G ' E -^ G )
T Q ~ Xh-M
In general, since

will not be known, it will be necessary to estimate the co\-ciri-

ance matrix of the residuals. The asvuiptotic distribution of the parameter estimates
and Q do not depend on the efficiency of the covariance matrix estimator, but they do
require consistency. Hence one possible and frequently used option is to use the sam
ple estimates. One difficulty with such an approach is that the estimtited covariance
matrix is not required to be positive semi-definite which could result in a negative
realization on Q. .\lso. as already mentioned, though efficiency is not reqviired. it
is desirable. For these two reasons I use Newey and West's (1987) estimator of the
covariance matrix.
'In the case there are k moments being estimated, the results depend on the ergodicity and
stationarity ui return and volume along with the existence of the first 2k moments.
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Besides being more efficient than the sample estimate, the Newey West estimate
of the covariance matrix is guaranteed to be positive semi-definite. The estimator for
S uses sample information to calculate the contemporaneous covariance matrix Eo
and the first j order auto-covariance matrices Sj, summing them together to get the
estimcite
m

E = So +

w{k.m){'£k + Sfc)
ifc=i

w{k.m) = 1

^
m+ I

where m is the bimdwidth. imd u; is a weight.
The next obvious problem is how to pick the bandwidth, m . To do this I follow
Andrews' (1991) procediure

m = l.i447(ra(I))'^^
„/l\
^"=l(l-Pa)®(l+Pa)
"(1) Z_a=l (1-^^)-*
where p is the first-order autocorrelation of the a"* moment's residuals. Since m will
not. in general, be an integer. I follow convention and round m to the next whole
number. In order to check the robustness of the residts to the bandwidth estimate. I
reccilcidate the Q-statistic for alternative choices of m.
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1.3.2

General Estimation Problems

As Richardson and Smith (1994) and Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1994) note, there
is difficulty in estimating variance from the model's moment conditions since it is
common for the estimates of the variances (in particular rr|) to be negative in the
context of this model. This leads to the question posed by Lamoureux and Lastrapes
(1994) as to how much information is truly obtained from the hyTJOthesized moments
about (7T^. At the same time, even though Hansen proves the Q-statistic will be
distributed as a chi-square asymptotically, the same may not be a good approximation
in finite samples. Though sample sizes of 35 to 40 in linecU* models are often thought
to mimic iis>Tnptotic results, the same is not tnie in the non-linei\r ctise. When the
model is highly non-lineiu:. as it is in the case of the MODM. the same may not be
true for sample sizes of ten thousand or even more.
For these two reasons I perform simulations to ascertain the behavior of the Qstatistic in a sample size equal to that of the observed data. 1 calibrate the simulations
to the observed data's grand mean parameter estimates for all companies. The simu
lations are driven by Z^. Z-yt- and o. The first two are taken to be standard normals,
consistent with the theor\' of most MODM since the errors are t\-pically derived as the
sum of random variables, o is simulated using a \-ariety of distributions but results
are reported using a truncated normal distribution since the \-alue for Ft must not be
negative.
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For consistency with Richardson and Smith (1994), my sample is the thirty DowJones Industrial Average firms^ from 1982 to 1986. I use daily returns (close to close,
dividend adjusted) and volume (adjusted for splits and stock dividends), both taken
from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) tapes. The sample period
consists of 1.262 daily observations per firm. I also check the robustness of the Scunple
by looking at the same thirty firms from 1988 to 1991.

1.4

Results

Table l.l contains a comparison between Richcurdson and Smith's Q-statistic and
the one calculated imder the ciurent specification of the MODM over the 1982-1986
time period.

It is important to note that the RichiU"dson and Smith Q-statistic

is distributed with three degrees of freedom wliile the Q-statistic from the current
treatment is chi-square with two degrees of freedom.
For the ciu^rent specification of the MODM twenty-two of the thirty firms reject the
MODM at the 5% confidence level compared to only fifteen for Richardson and Smith.
All but two companies that reject the MODM at the 59c level in the Richardson and
Smith (1994) specification also reject the MODM in the current specification. In fact
the data for nine firms reject the MODM even at the 1% level in both specifications.
Respecifyirig the return process and considering the time series moments has aot
^Richardson and Smith (1994) look at all 30 firms from 1982 to 1986- I have excluded three due
to missing information, delisting, or no information on stock splits.
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improved the fit to the data at all. It is difficult to know if the improved fit in
Richardson and Smith (1994) is attributable to the different specification of mean
return or the absence of the time-series moments.
Table 1.2 reports the estimated auto-covariance and variance parameters for the
latent process. Though most estimates appear reasonable, six of the thirty firms have
an autocorrelation coefficient above one. However only one of those firms. Texaco,
has a Q-statistic that can be rejected at the 959^ confidence level. This means that
only Alcoa. Caterpillar, and Phillip Morris have both Q-statistics that do not reject
at the 95% level and imphed stationsu^ty in the latent variable. Hence for twenty
seven of the thirty firms the MODM is either not supported by the data or gives
implausible parameter estimates.
Such a poor fit indicates that the MODM does not do an adequate job at explain
ing the observed data. To check the robustness of the results I retest the MODM
using data from L988-1991 on the same thirty firms. The results for the Q-statistics
from the second sample period can bee seen in Table 1.3. Notice that seventeen of the
Q-statistics improve, shghtly more than half. While fifteen firms instead of twentytwo reject the MODM in the new sample at the 95% significance level, there are still
nine firms that reject the MODM at the l9c level. Checking Table 1.4 reveals that
only three firms have estimates for the correlation coefficient greater than one in the
L988-91 sample period and all three have Q-statistics that fail to reject the MODM
at the 95% level. That means that only twelve firms both fail to reject the MODM
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and have sensible estimates for the information flow's parameters.
Given that only seventeen of the thirty Q-statistics improve in the new sample
period it is likely that the reduction in rejections of the MODM has occurred by
chance. The Q-statistic. nevertheless, is highly non-linear and its distribution in finite
samples imknown. To ascertain the likelihood that the rejection of the MODM is due
to a non-Chi squared small sample distribution I perform Monte Ciu-lo sampling with
data calibrated to the grand mean parameter values. The simulations tire carried out
to test the ability of GMM to cxccurately estimate the parameters in finite samples and.
most importantly, check the distribution of the Q-statistic. All reported statistics are
bcised on simulating 10.000 data sets and then using GMM to estimate parameters
and obtain a Q-statistic. The errors iissociated with

and Zn are standard normal

in all simulations. Tliis specification is consistent with theoretical models which
tv-pically have the errors as the sum of a random process, hypothesizing a close fit
to a normal distribution. The specification for o is more problematic. There is no
th€K)r\' to guide the choice of the distribution of the information flow, and given the
AR(1) specification of the latent process, the conditional distribution of o will change
over time since the latent variable may not be negative. For simplicity I specify the
distribution for o to be a truncated normtil.
As can be seen fi:om Table 1.5 the GMM over-identifv-ing Q-statistic is not closely
approximated by the Chi-squared distribution in the simulations. Despite a relatively
large sample size of 1.262 the asv*mptotic distribution for the statistic tends to over-
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reject the null hypothesis. For the most part the simulated distribution for the Qstatistic accommodates those found in the actual data tested. This may suggest
that the MODM actually does an adequate job of fitting the data but that the Qstatistic behaves poorly in finite samples. Notice, however, that using the simulated
Q-statistic distribution nine of the thirty firms reject the MODM at the 5% level of
significance and seven of them reject at the 1% level for the 1983-86 sample period.
Similarly seven of the thirty firms reject the MODM at the 5% level for the 1988-91
sample period. Though using the simulated distribution for the Q-statistic improves
the outlook for the MODM. it is nevertheless difficidt to explain the rejection of the
MODM by roughly 30% of the firms at the 5% significance level.

1.5

Conclusions

Tauchen and Pitts (1983) present an intuitive explanation for the empirical relation
between stock volume and returns by developing a Mixtiu-e of Distributions Model,
similar to those of Epps and Epps (1976) and Clark (1973). Due to the presence of a
latent \-ariable. however, testing the model is not trivial. Though much circiunstantial
evidence exists supporting the MODM. few direct tests of the MODM have been
made. Laraoureux and Liistrapes (1994) test the model using a signal extraction
teclmique and present strong e\*idence against the MODM as does Watanabe (2000)
using a Bayesian approach, while on the other hand Richardson and Smith (1994) and
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Anderson (1996) find mixed results when using a Generalized Method of Moments
approach. Re-evaluating the model analyzed by Richardson and Smith (1994), it is
not completely obvious that they actually fit a version of Tauchen and Pitts" model.
By adding in a term to represent non-negative average return, economic interpretation
of the latent variable is difficult.
I fit the MODM by leaving out the non-negative average return term and instead
I specify the latent variable as following an AR(1) process which incorporates the well
known persistence in viuriance and volume of the data. From this specification I obtain
over-identifying moment conditions and use Hansen's (1982) Q-statistic to test the
model. Looking at the sample of firms used by Richardson and Smith (1994) from 1983
to 1986.1 find strong evidence against the MODM. I check the robustness of the rtjsults
by changing the sample period from 1983-86 to 1988-91. Though the fit does improve
over the new sample period, it is most likely due to chance. Because of the difficulty
in estimating the viiriance of voliune. different over-identih-ing moment conditions
are tried to test the robustness of the results with no noticeable improvement in
estimation.
Though the model does not appeiir to fit the data, it does not mean the model can
be rejected out of hand. The lack of fit may be due to an improper specification of the
latent variable. Though computationally convenient, the AR(1) specification for the
information flow may be inappropriate. Such a specification does induce time-series
properties in the model's moments that are similar to those observed in the data.
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but there axe numerous alternative specifications to the AR(1) that could accompUsh
the same task. One other possible reason for the poor fit could be due to parameter
instability. Tauchen and Pitts (1983). for instance, posit that trading volume should
grow linearly with the number of traders. Since the nmnber of traders is unknown it
is not possible to control for this variable, though trading voliune over both periods
does grow.
One other potential explanation is the distribution of the test statistic. Since only
the test statistic's iisvTnptotic distribution is known it is possible that the finite sample
distribution is ver\- different. I perform simulations to ascertain the behavior of the
Q-statistic in finite samples. The simulations are calibrated to the sample data and
carried out for sample sizes of 1.262. the same as the observed data. Surprisingly.
GMM is found to perform poorly even when the moment conditions are correctly
specified. Tliis sheds some doubt on the outright rejection of the model. One possible
reason, as noted by Richardson and Smith (1994). is that the distribution of the Qstatistic will depend on the distribution of the latent variable. For instance, if Ft is
generated by a positive, stable. as\Tnmetric distribution with characteristic exponent
less than one then only the first two moments will exist for retiums which violates
one of the conditions Hansen used in his proof for the cis\Tnptotic distribution of the
over-identi^-ing Q-statistic.
Despite the test statistic's performance in small samples, it is unlikely that the
small sample properties alone can account for the poor fit of the model to the data.
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Since the model is being tested jointly with an AR(1) specification for the latent
variable, it is possible that the data fail to fit the model due to mis-specification of
the latent process.
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Q-statistics for the MODM using time-series moments
versus those found in Richardson and Smith (1994)
Company
Alcoa
Allied Signal
American Elxpress
Boeing
Bethlehem Steel
Caterpillar
ChevTon
Du Pont
Disney
Ecistman Kodak
Genenil Electric
Genenil Motors
Goodyear Tire
IBM ~
International Paper

Qi
5.8
7.8*
7.1*
11.4-^
2.1
1.6
18.2-"
19.1^
1.7
6.6*
6.7*
7.8*
3.4
11.5-"
18.2^

R^'S Q5
11.9+
12.1+
5.6
9.7*
7.1
8.4*
16.5+
11.3*
2.5
7.2
14.7+
8.9*
6.8
1.1
7.3

Company
J.P. Morgan
Coca Cola
McDonalds
3M
Philip Morris
Merck
Procter Gamble
Seturs Roebuck
AT&:T
Texaco
Union Carbide
United Teclmologies
Westinghouse
Exxon
VVoolworth

Q5
5.2
7.4*
8.4*
13.8+
5.3
8.48.8*
15.7*
7.1*
6.9*
1.0
6.8*
8.4*
16.2+
14.4+

+ - Able to reject the MODM at the 1% level of significance
* - Able to reject the MODM at the 59c level of significance
TABLE LI. Q -Statistics

RicS Qi
9.2*
19.8+
5.6
6.8
4.2
5.4
0.9
20.7-"
11.9"
8.2*
3.2
5.1
19.2"
4.6
14.9^
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The estimated first order autocorrelation and
standard deviation of the latent process
a
Company
0.37
Alcoa
0.76
Allied Signal
American Express
0.6
Boeing
0.54
Bethlehem Sttiel
10.1
0.37
CaterpilhuChevTon
0.38
0.41
Du Pont
Disney
13.0
Ecistman Kodak
0.56
0.46
General Electric
General Motors
0.37
1.29
Goodyear Tire
0.42
IBM "
International Paper 0.51

fTF
0.40
0.63
0.42
0.37
0.99
0.61
0.41
0.28
1.13
0.45
0.35
0.30
0.31
0.29
0.47

Company
J.P. Morgan
Coca Cola
McDonalds
3M
Philip Morris
Merck
Procter Sc Gamble
Sears Roebuck
ATicT
Texaco
Union Carbide
United Technologies
Westinghouse
Exxon
VV'oolworth

Q

1.06
0.81
0.55
0.36
0.66
0.39
0.49
0.44
0.39
2.18
14.6
0.76
0.30
0.33
0.91

(Tp0.49
0.49
0.44
0.40
0.63
0.78
0.35
0.36
0.76
0.44
0.69
0.36
0.54
0.31
0.40

TABLE 1.2. Estimated Autocorrelation of Latent Process 1982-86
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Q-Statistics for the Two Sample Periods

be•

1983-86
Company
Alcoa
5.8
Allied Signal
7.1American Elxpress
Boeing
11.4^
Bethlehem Steel
2.1
Caterpillar
1.6
18.2+
ChevTon
Du Pont
19.1Disney
1.7
Eastman Kodak
6.6*
6.7General Electric
General Motors
7.8*
Goodyear Tire
3.4
11.5"
IBM "
18.2+
International Paper

1988-91 Company
4.4
J.P. Morgan
4.6
Coca Cola
McDonalds
6.8*
3.2
3M
9.5"
Philip Morris
2.7
Merck
7.5*
Procter Sc Gamble
4.1
Sears Roebuck
5.1
AT^-T
3.0
Texaco
7.4*
Union Carbide
United Technologies
8.2*
11.4+
Westinghouse
3.9
Elxxon
VVoolworth
16.9*

1983-86
5.2
7.4*
8.4*
13.8+
5.3
8.4*
8.8*
15.7~
7.1*
6.9*
1.0
6.8*
8.4*
16.2+
14.4-

1988-91
9.7+
22.4+
16.5+
5.2
4.5
15.7+
12.418.1+
3.5
5.0
7.6*
4.1
5.8
4.0
3.6

+ Able to reject MODM at the 1% level of significance
* Able to reject MODM at the o% level of significance

TABLE 1.3. Subsample Q-Statistics
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The estimated first order autocorrelation and
standard deviation of the latent process
Company
a
Alcoa
0.43
Allied Signal
0.09
American Express
0.72
Boeing
0.42
Betlilehem Steel
0.52
Caterpillar
0.72
ChevTon
0.66
Du Pont
0.32
Disney
0.95
Eiistman Kodak
0.28
General Electric
0.18
General Motors
0.48
Goodyear Tire
0.25
IBM
36.9
International Paper 0.28

(TF
0.40
2.37
0.21
0.39
0.31
0.34
0.45
0.57
0.17
0.65
0.35
1.0
0.61
0.47
0.34

Company
J.P. Morgan
Coca Cola
McDonalds
3M
Philip Morris
Merck
Procter
Gamble
Sears Roebuck
ATkT
Texaco
Union Carbide
United Technologies
West ingho use
Elxxon
Woolworth

a
0.62
0.31
0.21
0.20
0.33
0.37
0.21
0.37
0.19
0.56
0.29
0.33
0.83
2.31
2.18

(Tf
0.39
0.29
0.43
0.39
0.40
0.32
0.38
0.44
0.44
0.83
1.23
0.51
0.29
0.57
0.56

TABLE 1.4. Estimated Autocorrelation of Latent Variable 1988-91

Compiirison of the Chi-Squared Distribution
to the Small Sample Monte Carlo Distribution

Distribution of Q- from the Monte Ciu-io Simulations
97.57
997c
1% 2.57c 57c 107c 507c 907c 957c
3.7
l.l
0.7
0.5
0.3
12.8 11.1 9.6 8.1
Chi-Squared Distribution
0.05
9.2
7.4 6.0 4.6
1.4
0.2
0.1
0.02

TABLE 1.5. Q-Statistic Distribution
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Chapter 2
FORCED DIVESTITURES AND STRANDED COST RECOVERY: AN EVENT STUDY

2.1

Introduction

In October 1992. the United States Congress passed the Energy Policy Act (EPAct)
and established the beginning of deregulation in the U.S. wholesale electricity market
following the process that had already begun in England. Germany. Chile, and other
South American and European coimtries. The intention of deregulation was to foster
competition amongst electricity generators and drive down prices while doing away
with the expense of and need for govermnent regulators. The EPAct gave the Federal
Energv' Regulatorv' Comxnission (FERC) the power to open the wholesale power mar
ket to a more diverse group of firms. To accomplish this goal of increased competition.
FERC subsequently issued Orders 888 and 889 which required utilities that own the
transmission lines to provide equal access to all electricity generators, including the
utiUties" competitors. In many states this has been interpreted to mean that utihties
that manage transmission Unes must divest their power generating facilities to ensure
that all firms have eciual access to the market.
Despite Congress" involvement, deregulation of the market for electricity genera
tion is handled by the individual states and has taken two basic forms. In the first
t\pe all consumers, including residential, have the abiUty to choose an electricity pro
ducer. Tlaat means that homes and businesses alike may specifv* who they want to
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purchase their electricity from.

In the second form of deregulation residential con

sumers must continue to buy their electricity from the local utiUtv' while businesses
are free to chose amongst providers. Typically this is chosen by states in order to test
out the results of a deregulated market before forcing it on the voting public. Table
2.1 lists the states that have deregulated markets or that have plans to deregulate
the market for electricity generation.
One of the first steps typically taken by states in preparing the market for dereg
ulation is to force the divestiture of the utilities' power generating facilities to ensiure
that all power generators, not just the utilities, have equal access to the distribution
network run by the utilities. In some states, such iis California, electric utilities are
forced to divest all of their generating capacity to other companies. In other states
electric utilities only need to restructure their electric generation into a holding com
pany separate from their electricity distribution imit. In almost all states that have
chosen to deregidate the divestitures are forced when any single company holds more
than some specified amoimt of the state's electricity generating capacity.
Any funds raised by the firm's divestiture of assets, in particidar their power
generating iissets. are used to offset the as of yet mirecovered investment costs of the
utiUty. The idea behind the divestitiures is that "by law. the proceeds must How to ...
ratepayers as an offset to utility debts they are shouldering" (Smith 1999). Once the
divestitures have been realized and sales prices of the assets are known, regulators
and utilities then determine the outstanduig amoimt of the utilities" unrecovered
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investment costs and a method for their recover^'. In many cases these reported
stranded costs are quite large. Table 2.2 lists the reported stranded costs to the
FERC for a sampling of firms.

Readily apparent from the table is that the size of

the stranded costs are commoiUy in the billions of dollars. These forced divestitm^es
and stranded cost recovery mechanisms are meant to leave the value of the parent
company unaffected by guaranteeing the collection of the imrecovered investment
while at the same time preparing the market for deregulation by encouraging the
entrv' of new firms.
In the case that an electric generating plant is sold to jmother company, a public
auction is held. If the plant is sold for less them its book value the remaining stranded
costs are to be recovered from coiisumers in the form of higher prices, fees, or possibly
subsidized loans to the utility. If the assets are sold for more than their book value
the surplus is to be rebated to consiuners through lower prices and fees or to be used
to offset .stranded costs from other power generation plants owned by the utility. The
details of the stranded cost recovery mechanism varies from state to state. In most
cases the state regulators allow the company to submit a plan for the stranded cost
recoverj- and the plan is then approved or rejected by the state.
The method of stranded cost recovery* varies not only from state to state, but also
utility to utility. For instance in Arizona the Tucson Electric Power Company agreed
with state regulators to recover their remaining stranded costs through a fixed $0.93
per kilowatt hour competitive transition charge in addition to a floating competitive
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transition charge that varies inversely with the price of energy and is reevaluated
quarterly. Arizona Public Service, on the other hand, chose to recover stranded
costs over a five year period through a competitive transition charge that decreases
annually. Such differences in recovery* mechanisms illustrate the bargaining that takes
place between utiUties and state regulators as the move to deregulation takes place.

2.2

The Uncertainty of Deregulating

Deregulation of the electricity industry* has gained in popularity over the nineties
because of the inefficient allocation of resources that occurs under regulation. .-Vs is
the case in most regulated monopolies, rates chiU"ged for electricity are based on the
cost of producing the product. Since rates of return are giuminteed to the utihties
based on their costs, many electric companies have sought to lay unnecessar\- lines
and build redundant and inefficient power generators. Problems under regailation
also arise because there is little incentive for the utilities to improve rheir service and
technology-, to cut their costs of production, or to hire competent management teams.
Proponents of deregulation use two arguments to support the idea that a more
efficient market will result if power generation is deregulated. First is the belief that a
privatized market for electricity generation will do away with the incentive problem of
building to much power generating capacity merely to drive up fixed costs. Along the
same lines, more efficient generators will now be built since there is no more incentive
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to drive up variable costs and a new incentive to undertake research and development
to lower costs. This more efficient investment, it is argued, will lead to lower prices
in the long-run.
Similarly it is argued that in the short run prices will drop (see. for instance.
Bessembinder and Lemon (1999)). The incentive to build imnecessary power plants
has left the market with too much power generating capacity. This power glut will
result in falling electricity rates as the market for electricity is deregulated and the
market price for electricity comes closer to its marginal cost of production. Consider
for instance the opening up of the Arizona electricity market to generators in other
states. Now low cost hydro power generated in Idaho during the summer can be
sold to Arizona where summer demand is extremely high, allowing prices in .Arizona
to fall. Not only will Arizona need less power generating capacity to meet its peak
summer demand (and likewise Idaho will need less to meet its peak winter demand
since it will then import electricity from Arizona), but the higher marginal cost plants
will not be needed for production at all and may be removed from the power grid.
The uncertainty that deregulation induces makes valuing the companies" assets
difficult. No one knows with certainty if prices will fall antl. if so. by how much.
Such uncertainty makes it difficult to forecast what the change in the value of the
power generators will be once the market is deregulated. This is problematic for the
utilities since much of their Investment in power generators htis not yet been recovered
from their rate payers. If the market value of the assets turns out to be lower than
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the unrecovered investment costs of the assets themselves, the utilities worry they
will never fully recover those costs. These stranded costs include the investments in
power plants and power contracts that were made before deregulation. Evidence of
the uncertainty in the recovery of the stranded costs is mentioned by the Harvard
Electricity PoUcy Group (1998):

•"The treatment of utility iissets and other financial arrangements that
might be "stranded" by the transition to a more competitive market has
dominated the attention of utilities. The difficulty of reallocating stranded
costs will also iiffect decisions about the eventual structure of the indus
try.... Therefore, defining a workiible strategv' for dealing with these costs
is vital to implementing any new market structure." pg L9

Questions also surroimd the willingness of state governments to allow the firms
to recover their stranded costs. For instance many groups argue that the rates of
return cUlowed in the past on the utilities" assets were extremely high when compared
to the actual risk being borne by the stockholders of the companies. It is ixrgued
that the stranded costs should be absorbed by the stockholders to make up for these
past overpa\Tuents. Likewise the overinvestment in power generators has led many to
argue that the utilities should not be allowed to recover the stranded costs on plants
that were unnecessarily built at the ratepayers" expense. The utilities curgue. however,
that the generating capacity is built with the approval of regulators and. furthermore.
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plants are often built because they provide jobs and reliable supplies of electricity to
airal areas.
Such uncertainty in the regulatory process and in the miurket \'alue of the power
generators has led utilities to worry about the total recovery- of these stranded costs.
Failure to recover these costs could significantly affect the value of the firm. Though
in theory the firm should recover any and all stranded costs, in reaUty firms may be
exposed to risk associated with their recovery.
Questions about market power in a deregulated market, however, cause concern
that deregulation will lead to mturket concentration and oligopoly pricing. In this
scenario the purchasers of the generating capacity will benefit according to their
market share and will pay higher prices for the power generators. Questions about
market power have been raised in cases like California where Houston Industries
has purchased nearly 25% of the state's electric generating capacity while another
company. NRG Energv'. holds an additional 17%. Likewise NRG holds one third of
the generating capacity of New York state while Sithe Energies owns over 409f of
Pennsylvania's capacity (see VVagman 1999). In fact half the capacity put on the
auction block to date has been purchased by only five companies and between 1997
and 1999 over 75.000 megawatts of electric generating capacity have been sold for at
least S24 billion (though not all sales prices have been publicly disclosed). Such a
high concentration of market share has left many skeptical that a competitive electric
generator industry* will in fact exist once the market is deregulated.
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If market concentration is indeed expected to result from deregulation then the
market value of the utilities' power generators will be higher thtm the reported
stranded costs. This will be evident if acquiring firms pay well over book value.
If firms do pay well over book value but the electricity market is in fact expected to
be competitive, then the high prices may be due to the Winner's Curse. Overpaying
for the assets should result in a lower stock price for the winning bidder while the
existence of market power should instead increase the acquiring firms" value.
It should be mentioned that even if market power does not lead to higher electricity
prices the utilities may still be able to recover their stranded costs from the sale
of their power generators. Because of the political environment of any regulated
industr\-. electric generators have been built and maintained in regions where other
valuable resources exist. In such a scemu-io the miu-ket prices of the sisset will be well
above book values but the winning bidders do not necessarily overpay or expect to
enjoy market power. For instance Los Angeles has power generators on beach front
property that have not been moved because of the lack of incentives on the utility's
side and the difficulty of winning approval for the building of new power generating
facilities in the state. In many of the divestitures of the utilities' power generators
firms are bidding on much more than a generator. Tcike the Ccise of Pacific Giis
and Electric. WTien PG&:E sold off their hydro generators, included in the deal was
136.000 acres of land and the yearly consumptive rights to 200.000 acre feet of water,
an asset whose value will certainly increase as California's population continues to
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grow. Obviously many of the power generators being sold have other potential uses
than just producing electricity. The general uncertainty about the value of the power
generating plants, however, has left the electric utilities unclear about what price they
can expect for their assets.

2.3

Event Study

As state's prepare to move to a deregulated miurket for electricity generation the
recovery- of strtuided costs has been guaranteed by regulators. .A-ny amoimt recovered
by the utility in excess of its striuided costs should result in rebates to the utility's
rate payers. Conversely, any amoimt not fully recovered by the sale of the generators
should be ultimately recovered from the utility's ratepayers. That means that the
value of the utility should be imaffected by the price received at auction for the asset.
Since there is supposedly no threat that the utility will nor recover all their stranded
costs, nor is there any possibility that the utility will receive more than their stranded
costs, the utility's stock price should not react to the annoimced sale of the cisset.
Looking at the reaction of the stock price to the announced sale can help us ascertain
if investors perceive there being no risk to the utility.
If the utilities receive less than their stranded costs in the auctions and their
stock price falls, the price move might be indicative of doubt that the remaining
stranded costs will actuiilly be recovered. Alternatively if the utility receives more
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than their stranded costs and the stock price rises, the price increase could be due
to the market having previously discounted the possibility the utiUty would recover
their full stranded costs or a suspicion that regulators will not rebate the excess to
the ratepayers.
Similarly the firms that buy the divested assets should have no abnormal return
associated with the sales announcement if the sales price accurately reflects the cvssets"
value. If there is a negative abnormal return associated with the auction announce
ment for the winning firm then this may suggest that investors believe the winning
firm overpaid for the cisset. Similarly if the market perceives that electricity pricejs
will go up due to market concentration, then wiiming firms may experience a positive
abnormal return upon winning the auction. Whether investors believe a firm has
imderpaici or overpaid will largely be a fmiction of beliefs about the deregulated price
of electricity.
To evaluate the impact of the sales armoimcements on the stock prices I perform an
event study. To do so it is necessarv- to first calculate the sales annoimcements" impact
by choosing a measure of abnormal retiUTi. Following the notation of Campbell. Lo.
and MacKinlay (1997). define the return for the

RU = Q, -F-

asset at time t cis given by

4- E,T

where Q , is the imconditional expected return. R,\f is the return on a market index,
and e, is a normally distributed error term with
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E[eit\ = 0
Var[eit\ = cr,2
The normal return for the stock would then be

the stock's expected

return conditional on the observed market return. This gives the abnormal market
return for cisset i at time t. c,*, as the difference between the observed return and the
conditional expectation
fit = Rit — E[Fitt\R.\n\
Since a and 3 cu-e not known, we must work with their OLS estimates. To evaluate
the effect if the annomicetl sale of the electricity generators we wish to compare the Ti
realized abnormal retiu^is from the event (in this ciise the three clays siunroimchng the
sale announcement) with the distribution of abnormal retiu-ns for the stock. Since the
distribution of abnormal retiums is in general not known, it will need to be estimated
using T{) observations on the stock's returns. Putting things in matrix notation we
have
e, = Ri — a,I — J,R,\f = R, —
where l is a (T *xl) vector of ones. T' =To + T\. A', is a (T'x'2) matrix comprised of
a cokmaii of ones and a column containing the index returns, and 0, is (2x1) vector
containing a and 3. the parameter estimates. The conditional distribution for the
abnormal returns is normal and centered at zero. Denoting the submatrix containing
only the Ti event window observations with a superscript star, the covariance matrix
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for the abnormal return is given by
K = EIm'] = air +

(2.1)

where /* is a {TixTi) identity matrix. The first term in equation 2.1 is of course the
variance caused by the error term, while the trailing term represents the estimation
risk. As can be seen from the second term, the sampUng error on the parameter
estimates will in general induce serial correlation in the estimated abnormal returns
even when the true error terms are imcorrelated.
Under the mdl hypothesis that the announced sale has no effect on the value of
the firm the distribution of the event window^'s abnormal return is given as
?: ~ :V(O.V-)
To aggregate the abnormal returns over the Ti day event window we define the cu
mulative average retiurn cis
C^, =
1=1.3

The variance V of tliis siun is given as
Var[C^,\ = V = ^
.=i.r,
To aggregate over the N observed sales announcements we can wTite the cimudative
average abnormal return cia the sum of the cumulative abnonnal returns for the .V
events
CAR= ^
i=l.xV
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The cumulative average return for the events will have a variance given by

Var[CAR\

= 7f- = 7'V'7

where 7 is a {Tixl) vector of ones. To draw inference about the event date returns
we form the test statistic J
r

^

-

J — btatistic =

CAR

which is iisvTnptotically distributed as a standard normal.

2.4

Results

Forced divestitiures are found using the Wall Street Journal and data provided by the
Federal Energ\- Regulator^- Commission. The sales dates and amoimts iu-e indepen
dently confirmed using data from Bloomberg International. .-Vrmoimcement dates are
gathered for twenty fom auctions, a list of wliich is found in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4.
Table 2.3 lists the sales dates and the utilities that divested the power generators.
Table 2.4 lists the firms that placed the winning bids and the amount they paid for the
power generators. Notice that in some cases there was more than one divestiture on
the same date. This usually occiured because the same firm divested more than one
power generator on the same date but sold the generators to different bidders. When
there is more than one event on any given date an equally weighted portfolio of the
participating firms is formed and the abnormal return is calculated for that portfolio.
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The market portfolio used to calculate the conditional return is hand gathered data
on the S<ScP 500. Stock returns cind volume are taken from the Center for Research
in Security Prices (CRSP) tapes. The returns are dividend adjusted and the volume
is corrected for any stock splits or stock dividends.
Note that a good portion of the divestitures take place in Mciine and California.
One of the reasons for this is that they were two of the first states to begin deregulation
and. hence, two of the first states to force divestitures. Table 2.3 also reveals the large
variance in the value of the assets being divested. The prices received on the assets
at auction range from a mere $2.5 miUion to $1.8 billion. Notice that even though
Edison International received around $1.2 billion from their divestitures the firm had
almost $12 billion in stranded costs as is reported in Table 2.2. Overall the majority
of the sales are for imioimts more or less on the same order of magnitude iis the
outstanchng stranded costs.
Table 2.5 reports the results for the buyers of the chvested power generators. The
.I-statistic for the buyers" abnormal return is negative, indicating that the stock prices
for the winning companies on average went down upon the sales amioimcement. The
negative .I-statistic is consistent with the accusation from the financial press that the
winning firms had overpaid for the assets but is at odds with the claim that market
concentration will lead to higher electricity prices and profit margins. The p-value for
the J-statistic. however, is only 76% which suggests the movement in the stock price
is likely due to pure chance. One possible test of the results being pure chance is to
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look at the consistency in the sign of the individual stocks' abnormal return. Though
the J-statistic is not significant, it would be odd to find that all of the firms had
negative, albeit insignificant, abnormal returns over the event window. The reported
sign statistic in Table 2.5 of 0.236 suggests however that the wiruiing firms were nearly
as likely to have positive abnormal returns on the sales announcement dates as they
were to have negative. Such a finding adds credence to the theory that the negative
abnormal return for the auction wirmers is purely coincidental.
Since there is a Uvrge degree of variance in the sales prices I also regress the .1statistic for each individual company's ciunulative abnorniiil retiuii on the annoimced
sales price. If the overall sample's J-statistic is insignificant because of the inclusion
of the auctions for the small generators then the slope parameter on the individual
J-statistics in the regression should itself be significant. As can be seen in Table 2.5.
this does not appear to be the case. The coefficient is estimated to be negative which
does suggest that a higher sales price implies a larger negative return. Though tliis
interpretation is consistent with the Winner's Curse theorv* that the wirming firms
overbid and at odds with the market power theorv*. the coefficient is not statistically
significant.
One possible explanation for the widely reported belief that the auctions" winning
firms had overpaid is foimd at the bottom of Table 2.5. The average daily share
vohune firom the estimation period is calculated to be 48.012 shares. The average
daily share vokune over the event window, however, is 61.239 shares. The higher
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share volume may indicate an increase in the intensity and heterogeneity of investors'
beliefs about the reported sale. Several theoretical models including Epps and Epps
(1976) and Kandel and Pearson (1995) suggest that trading volume increases when
investors receive public information but are split on how the information ciffects the
company. It is possible that the average investor's belief about the wirming firm's
prospect remains unchanged but that there is now more dispersion in those beUefs.
Given the uncertainty over the purchased assets and the future prospects for the
power generating industry-, such an explanation is at least plausible.
Table 2.6 contains cvunulative abnormal retiun information for the sellers of the
power generators. Here the stor\' is quite different. The J-statistic for the e\-ent
window is 2.62 which is significant at even the 99% level. Such a result is certainly
consistent with the reported fears of industrv' executives that the stranded costs of
the power generators would not be fully recovered. If investors believe the promise
from regulators that all stranded costs will be recovered and any excess rebated to
customers then there should be no change in the stock price at the sales announce
ment.
The reported abnormal retium is also consistent with the possible belief that the
utilities would recover in excess of their stranded costs but that they would not be
forced to rebate the difference to the rate payers. Such an explanation might be
consistent with the existence of a captive regulator. This could in particular be a
problem where deregulation is occurring since regulators quite possibly will hope
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to land jobs with the deregulated companies as the government bureaucracies are
disbanded. This scenario, however, would also imply that regulators would allow
excessive stranded cost recovery to begin with, making it less likely that firms would
ultimately recover more than their reported stranded costs since those numbers would
have already been inflated.
Though both theories are possible explanations, the reported reaction of people
within and without the industry' was generally of surprise at the high sales prices
received from the auctions. RecalUng the information on stranded costs in Table
2.2. however, suggests that the theory that the rebates to rate payers would not take
place is unlikely since the reported stranded costs are larger than the amoimt received
from the divestitiures. This is in part due to the fact that the utilities" stranded costs
include not only the generating assets being sold but other cireas of operation in
addition to power generation. In fact many companies like PGfcE and Edison were
left several billion dollars short of their full stranded cost recovery' even after their
power generators were sold. A more plausible explanation is that the imcertainty
associated with the divestitures is less about if the stranded costs would be rebcited
to customers than if and when the utilities' stranded costs would be recovered.
To see if the .J-statistic is dominated by a few outliers I calculate a sign statistic for
the inchvidual utility cumulative returns. Looking at the sign statistic for the sellers
'Nancy Loftin from Arizona Public Service noted in a personal conversation that her company
along with others in the industry- were "ver>* suprised" at how high the winning bids were for the
power generators.
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of the power generators reveals that a number of the firms actually have a negative
stock return over the event window, though a majority do have positive returns. Since
industry sentiment is that the utilities received much more for the assets than they
had originally anticipated, one might expect a clear majority of firms to have positive
returns associated with the sales aimouncement of their power generators. Given
that deregulation is undertaken on a state by state basis, however, the sign statistic
could reflect the fact that only some states ture believed to potentially disallow the full
recovery of the utilities' stranded costs. Alternatively the sign statistic may reveal
that the imcertainty associated with the asset sales decreased with time iis the firms
annoimced sales prices and fears of liigh imrecovered stranded costs dissipated.
The number of negative retiu^ns over the event windows could also be caused by
the insignificance of the sales of the utilities' small power generators. To check this
I once again regress the .I-statistics form the indi\adual utility ciunulative abnormal
returns on the sales price of the power generators. If the size of the sale is important,
the estimated coefficient should be positive and significant. The estimated coefficient
from the regression on the sales price is positive and significant in a one tailed test
at the 3.59c level. This suggests that there is a relationship between the sales price
received for the asset and the firm's cumulative abnormal return.
Notice, however, that imlike the case for the auctions' winning bidders, the average
daily volume falls during the event window for the assets' sellers. This result, however,
is not significant. It does add credence, though, to the suspicion that the winners
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experience abnormally high volmne around the sales aimouncement dates. The fact
that the sellers' stocks drop in volume around the annoimcements suggests that the
increase in volume in the stocks of the wirming bidders is not due to generally high
market volume around the event dates.
It should also be noted that there is a difference in the average size between the
firms that buy the divested assets and those that sell them. Table 2.7 lists the market
caps for the publicly traded firms in the sample. Note that buyers are 2.5 times larger
than the sellers on average. This in part reflects the more diverse operations of the
buyers and could be a reason why there is no statistically significiint abnormal return
to the buyers. Given the larger size of the buyers, it is possible that there is no
significant stock price movement even though they overpay for the power generators
because the scope of their operations is much larger than that of the sellers. Perhaps
the \"alue of the cissets being auctioned off cire too small to noticeably impact the value
of the purchasing firm. Further evidence of this is seen by noting that the median
firm that purchases an electricity generator spends roughly 2% of theu* total equity
value on the purchase while the median firm selling an electricity generator receives
roughly I09c of their equity value in exchange for the asset.
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2.5

Conclusions

The push for deregulation by Federal regulators has caused several states to restructiure their markets for electricity. A good portion of states have begim to deregulate
their market for electricity generation. In preparation for the deregulated market
those same states have required several utiUties to divest themselves of all or a por
tion of their power generators. Since the power generators had been built under
regulation the utilities were promised that they would recover their costs and an ad
ditional positive retiu-n on their investment. Not all of the costs associated with the
utilities operations and power generators had been recovered from the rate payers,
however, when the utilities were forced to sell off their power generators.
Since the utilities held been regulated when the generators were built, the firms
were supposed to recover their costs and the return on their investments even if the
market was deregulated. If the utilities received more for their assets than what the
rate payers owed, then the utility was to rebate the difference through lower prices.
Conversely if they did not receive enough to cover their costs then the rate payers
were to make up the difference through additional fees and/or higher rates. That
means that the utilities" stock pric^ should not be effected by the armoimced sales
price of the assets.
There was some concern, however, that the costs of the cissets would not be fully
recovered. The chvestitiu-e of the assets might preclude firms from recovering their
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investment, essentially stranding the unrecovered costs. Political dealings and the
uncertainty about the assets' value in an unregulated market led to uncertainty about
the ultimate recovery of the costs.
On the other side of the asset sales, many claimed that the prices ultimately paid
for the power generators were too high and a result of the Winner's Curse while others
pointed to market power as the explanation for those high prices. If the companies
did overpay for the itssets. one might expect to see a drop in their stock value, while
if purchasing the assets gives them market power the stock price might be expected
to rise.
Looking at the cimiulative abnormal returns for the utilities selling the power
generators reveals a strong, positive market reaction to the amiounced sale. Such
a reaction is consistent with the claim that industry' executives were worried that
their stranded costs would not be recovered. The abnormal return for the utility is
positively and significantly related to the sales price of the asset.
Tlie results are more mixed for the auction winners. Though the abnormal return
for the auction wirmers is not significant, it is negative and consistent with the Win
ner's Curse. In addition the vohune over the event dates for the auction wirmers is
abnormally high, which may suggest that there are strong differences of opinion on
how to interpret the news of the asset sales.
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State of Electricity Deregulation by State
States that allow all customers to
choose their electricity generator
Arizona
New Hampshire
New Jersey
Connecticut
Delawture
New York
District of Coliuubia Ohio
Maine
Pennsylvania
MarvlcUid
Rhode Island
Miissachusetts
States that allow only non-residential consumers
to choose their electricity generator
Illinois
Oregon
Montana
States still in the process of deregulating
Arkiinscis
New Mexico
California
Oklahoma
Michigan
Texas
Nevada
Virginia
TABLE 2.i. Deregulation by State
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Stranded costs* reported by utilities to FERC
Company
Boston Edison Company
Dominion Resources Inc.
Commonwealth Edison Company
Edison International
FPL Group Inc.
GPU Inc.
Houston Industries Inc.
Northeiist UtiUties
Southern Company
Consolidated Edison of N^'
Niagara Mohawk Power
Northern States Power
PG&:E Corporation

Stranded Costs
(millions $)
2.083
3.147
4.413
11.839
1.350
7.599
2.319
6.189
942
3.900
5.029
765
7.679

* Stranded costs are the outstanding amomit of
money that the utility is owed by the rate payers.
T.-VBLE 2.2. Stranded Costs
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Sales of Power Generators by Utilities
Seller
GPU
GPU
Bangor
Commonwealth Edison
New England Power
Boston Edison
Maine Public Service
Central Maine Power
Eastern Utilities Associates
Eastern Utilities Associates
Eastern Utilities Associates
Eastern Utilities Associates
CommonweiUth Energy Systems
United Illimiination
Edison International
Edison International
Edison International
Northern States Power
Pacific Gas
Electric

Sales Date
07/17/98
08/03/98
09/28/98
12/30/97
08/06/97
12/10/97
07/07/98
01/06/98
06/26/98
08/04/98
10/15/98
05/27/98
05/27/98
10/05/98
11/24/97
02/04/98
01726/98
09/16/98
11/18/97

TABLE 2.3. Generator Sales
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Purchases of Power Generators
Buyer
Amergen
Edison Mission
PP&:L Global
Southern and Dominion
US Generating
Sithe
VVTS
FPL
Great Bay
FPL
NRG
Southern
Southern
VV'isvest
Houston Power. NRG. and AES
NRG
Houston Power
Cogen Corporation
Duke

Sales Price Millions S
100
1.800
89
254
1.590
657
37.4
846
3.2
2.4
55
537
462
272
1.105
29.8
43
2-5
505

TABLE 2.4. Generator Purchases
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Statistics for the buyers of power generators

J-Statistic
(P-value)
Sign Statistic
(P-v-alue)
Size Regression T-Statistic
(P-\-alue)

.Average Dfiily Vbliune
(P-value)

-0.294
(76%)
0.236
(4l9c)
-0.06
(49%)

Estimation Period
48012

Event Window
G1239
(11%)

The J-Statistic tests the abnormal return of the stocks around the announced
sales dates.
The sign statistic tests if the sign (positive or negative) of the cumulative
returns is random.
The size regression looks at the relation between the announced sales
price and the abnormal return.

T.-\.BLE 2.5. .I -Statistics for Buvers
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Statistics for the sellers of power generators

J-Statistic
(P-value)
Sign Statistic
(P-value)
Size Regression T-Statistic
(P-value)

Average Daily V'oliirne
(P-value)

2.62
(0.8%)
0.385
(35%)
1.6
(3.5%)

Estimation Period
33717

Event Window
26606
(46%)

The .J-Statistic tests the abnormal return of the stocks around the announced
sales dates.
The sign statistic tests if the sign (positive or negative) of the cumulative
returns is random.
The size regression looks at the relation between the announced sales
price and the abnormal return.

T.-\.BLE 2.6. J-Statistics for Sellers

Market Cap for Buyers and Sellers as of January 1. 1998

Buyer
Ainergen
Cogen Corp.
Duke
Edison Int'l
FPL
Houston Power
NRG
PPizL
Southern
Wis vest

Market Cap
Thousands S
5.396.643
135.885
L9.926.804
10.370.590
10.766.502
7.893.149
4.337.295
3.970.608
17.856.699
3.198.983

Average

8.385.315

Sellers
Bangor
Boston Edison
Central Maine P(3wer
CES
Commonwealth Edison
Edison Int'l
EUA
GPU
Maine Public Service
New England Power
NSP
PG^'E
United lUiunination
Average

Market Cap
Thousands S
45.558
248.311
494.755
715.939
6.657.159
10.370.590
536.445
5.088.363
19.606
296.735
4.337.295
12.756.803
647.764
3.247.322

TABLE 2.7. Market Cap of Buyers and Sellers
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Chapter 3
PREDICTABILITY IN ASSET RETURNS: MODEL SIZE AND INFERENCE

3.1

Introduction

Investors and financial economists have expended enormous resources on the study of
the predictabiUty of asset returns. In fact most eiirly work in finance, such £is Bachelier
(1900). was primarily concerned with finding patterns in asset prices. To investors"
dismay most early evidence on return predictability, as summarized by Fanui (1970).
showed little reiison to believe that there were any predictable patterns in iisset prices
that could be consistently exploited by investors to earn abnormal returns. .-Vs Roll
(1988) points out. "financial economists have even developed a coherent theor\' ... ro
explain why (stock returns) should be impredictable."
Though predictability in returns is not a necessarj- condition for market efficiency
(.see Lucas(1978)). it does have certain implications about the time-series properties of
the investment opportunity set. Asset pricing models, however, are silent cis to which
variables might be important in explaining the predictability in iisset returns in the
case of a stochastic investment opportvmity set. Such a void in theorv* complicates the
search for predictability since the functional form of predictabilitv" and the relevant
variables are imknown. if they exist at all. This has left the empiricist with only
specification searches for predictability- in the quest to disprove the efficient market
hv-pothesis or at least the notion of a static investment opportmiity set. In addition.
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finding predictability through a specification search will compUcate the interpretation
of statistical significance because of the well known econometric problems associated
with ruiming a series of regressions containing everything including the kitchen sink
and then only reporting those Vcuriables found to be significant as measured by their
t-statistics.
In recent years, however, the belief that asset prices are not predictable has suffered
some serious setbacks. Fama tind French (1988). for instance, find that "predictable
price \-ariation due to mean reversion ... (is) about 409c for 3-5 year return rariances."
Pnterba and Siunmers (1988) find positive serial correlation over short time horizons
and strong negative serial correlation over longer horizons. Poterba and Smnmers
(1988) and DeBondt and Thaler (1985) suggest that such patterns could be caused
by investors overreacting to news, causing prices to slowly mean revert. McQueen
and Thorley (1991) point out that such overreaction stories imply nonlinearities in
returns and they use a Markov Chain technique that allows for such nonlinearities.
finding "evidence of nonrandom behavior in postwar annual retiums." Others, such
cis Richiu-dson (1993). caution against accepting predictability given the performance
of uni%~iriate statistical tests in Monte Carlo sampling, showing that such tests can
not reject the hv-pothesis of no serial correlation. Laniomreux and Zhou (1996) tcike
a subjecti\'ist approach so as to avoid questions about the sampling properties of the
statistics and instead focus on the information content of the observed data, finding
that the data strongly support the hypothesis of no predictability.
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Somewhat more difficult to explain, however, have been the findings of multi
variate tests for predictability. The advantage of multivariate specifications is in the
increased power. As Fama (1992) points out. imivariate tests "lack power because
past realized returns are noisy measures of expected returns." Using a multivariate
specification allows for less volatile forecasting proxies for expected return to be used.
Keim tmd Stambaugh (L986) and Campbell (1987). for instance, find that ex post
risk premimns can be predicted using ex ante data such as interest rates and credit
spreads. Similarly. Campbell (1991) and Campbell and Shiller (1988) find that eiimings and dividends are useful in predicting futiu-e returns. Such findings, however,
are somewhat less than breathtaking. Despite the regression's statistical significance,
regression Ft- are t\-pically low. especially for shorter time horizons such iis rnoiitlily
retiu"ns. Though Foster. Smith, and VVtialey (1997) suggest a "procedure that adjusts
the critical R- ralues to accoimt for selecting variables by searching imiong potential
regressors *. fx:onomic inference remains difficidt and the specter of pre-test estimators
forces any conclusions drawn from the analysis to be taken with a grain of salt.
In light of the inconclusiveness of traditional techniques (particukurly over short
time horizons) and to avoid potential pre-test estimator problems. Kandel and Stam
baugh (1996) (hereafter referred to simply as KS) choose to gauge precUctability in
terms of the economic information conveyed by the data. Circmnventing the ques
tions of samphng properties of estimators, similar to Lamoureux and Zhou (1996).
the focus of KS is on quantifying the information contained in the observed data
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by looking at a portfolio allocation problem. To measure the economic information
in the data. KS focus on how a rational, risk-averse investor would use the data in
allocating wealth between a risk-free and a risky asset. Surprisingly they find that,
even for cases where there is little statistical evidence of predictabiUty. the investor
makes appreciable changes in her portfolio allocation between the risky and risk free
asset based upon the predictability found in the data The possible conclusion from
the analysis is that, even given pre-test estimators and low /?-. investors themselves
would find the degree of predictability at short time horizons (and hence the higher
predictability found at longer time horizons) enough to significantly alter their port
folio allocations, providing strong evidence against, if not miurket efficiency, at least
the idea of a static investment opportunity set.
Barberis (2000) extends the KS framework to a multiperiod decision problem and
finds that long horizon investors put more of their wealth in stocks, though pju-ameter
imcertainty reduces this horizon effect since it creates a hedging demand. Xia (2001)
extends the multiperiod framework

to continuous time and finds that the horizon

effect may induce investors to allocate less wealth to the risk\- asset. These papers,
however, do not address the issue of how the model of predictability itself is chosen
by the investor. The investor in KS's paper uses a linear regression model to update
prior beliefs about the one month ahead distribution of stock returns, but there is no
discussion on how the model is chosen or if. over time, the model can be refined. My
paper seeks to ascertain how the search for the model itself changes inference. That
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is. when the investor observes the data through competing regression models, howdoes the investor update her priors and. hence, portfolio allocation? By increasing
the model size the data will be forced to not only specif' parameter values but aJso
the model to be used in forming beliefe about the distribution of returns. This larger
space reduces the perceived amount of economic information contained in the data.
This brings about a joint-hypothesis problem when testing for predictabiUty in returns
with a Bayesian investor: the amount of predictable, economic information contained
in the data will be determined by the model (likelihood function) and the loss function
(utility function) through which the data iure viewed.

3.2

Return Predictability with a Known Model

Following the stnictiure of KS. consider a risk-averse investor at time T with a one
month investment horizon. The investor observes data on retiuns and certain eco
nomic \-ariables that are thought to predict the return for month T + 1. Instead
of rejecting or failing to reject a hv-pothesis about the predictability of retiuTis. the
investor must decide how to use the data to allocate wealth between a risky and a
risk-free asset. The investor uses the likelihood fimction to process the data so as to
update her prior belief about the retiurn process and. in ptirticular. the conditional
mean and conditional v^uriance of the time T+I return. En order to form beliefs about
futiure returns and to determine the optimal allocation between the two assets, the
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investor must first have some model that gives rise to a window (likelihood function)
through which to view and process the data. When the investor knows the model of
the return process, updating the prior beliefs is a simple application of Bayes" Rule
since the likelihood function is known. For instance, assume that monthly returns for
the riskj" asset are generated from the following linear process, assumed to be known
to the investor;
'"r+i =

+ €r+i

(3.1)

where rr^rX is the continuously compounded excess return in month T -r L AV is a
vector beginning with one and also containing K predictive variables that are observed
at the end of month T. J is a vector with an intercept and K slope coefficients, and
er^i is

mean zero, normally distributed random variable. Using Bayes' Rule to

combine the likelihood with the prior on the model's piu^ameters (in this case J and
rr) gives the posterior distribution on the parameters:
p(J.7f|<&r) xp(J|rT) • p(fT) -p(t&rM-'T)
where

'T") is the likelihood defined by equation 3.1. p{3 \ f T ) and

prior densities, and

p(<t) cu:e the

is the data set the investor observes at time T. To get the

predictive densit\' for the monthly return, the posterior density on the parameters is
combined with the predictive likelihood to get the joint density for the parameters
and future returns
p{rr^i.3.a\'^T) = p{3.a\^T) * p('*T+il^-'T)
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Integrating over the unknown parameters gives the predictive density for

the

conditional return for the upcoming month.
,3.(T\^T)d3d(T

(3.2)

Combining the utility function, r . with the predictive density gives an objective
fimction of the form
max J v{WT+i)p{rT+i\^T)drT.

0<.j<l

(3.3)

where the wealth at the end of the month. HV+i. is given by
U'r-i =
0 < ^- < I

+ (I

where ir~i is the retiu-n on the risk-free iisset and

is the percentage of wealth the

investor allocates to the risk\- asset. For present purposes, assiune that the investor's
preferences cire represented by the power utility function', defined lus

The investor must choose the a,' that maximizes her expected utility fimction pre
sented in equation 3.3. Notice that this is different than the portfolio selection prob
lem Ccirried out by Bayesian agents in Klein and Bawa (1976) trnd others. In these
earlier papers the data is used only to estimate the imconditional mean and variance.
Their focus is on the role of estimation risk; the imcertainty of what the trvie im
conditional mean and imconditional variance are. Here the investor maximizes her
'The power
function is chciracterized fay constant elasticity so it is not dependent on the
choice of W'q . the investor's initial wealth.
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expected utility using a vector of predictive variables to form a one step ahead pre
dictive conditional mean and variance. That is. in addition to estimation risk the
returns are assumed to be predictable and. hence, the investor also estimates and
uses the conditional mean and conditional variance.
The question remains, however, as to how much predictabiUty in the data is
needed for there to be a significant difference between the portfolio allocation using
the unconditional moments versus the predictive, conditional moments. Gauging
predictability in terms of classical statistical tests may result in ver\' different inference
than gauging predictability in terms of cui investor's portfolio allocation. For instance.
KS report that an investor with a non-informative prior atitl risk-aversion piirameter
of A = 2. given 67 years of data with an average monthly return of 0.49% and a
standard deviation of 5.69?. would invest 94% of her wealth in the riskv* tisset. The
same investor, after observing the residts of a regression of 67 years of retiun data
on 25 regressors residting in an /?• of 2.5%. woidd completely divest herself of the
risk\--asset given that the estimate for

conchtional on Xr- was 1 fitted regression

standard deviation below the sample mean. That is. if

R'X^I = T — FTF-

where

represents the expected retiu^n conditional on AV- ^ is the average return

over the sample, and cr-p is the retiun's sample standard deviation. This seems to sug
gest that, despite a p-value of about 75%. which is well within traditional acceptance
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levels, axi investor would nonetheless strongly reject the hj-pothesis that stock returns
are not predictable. Even if the investor had observed 162 years of data with an R~
of 0 before she observed the 67 years of data with an R- of 2.5%. her allocation to
the risky asset would be only 60% of her wealth instead of the 94% she would have
invested had she not observed the results of the hnear regression.

3.3

Return Predictability and Model Choice

One obvious question is why an investor, despite observing 162 years of data with an
/?- = 0, wouldn't have discarded or at leiist updated the model? In I\S the investor
is implicitly i\ssuined to know the correct data generating proccss or. at the letist. to
behave iis though the model were the correct process. In frequentist methods there is
usually some coniptu-ison of the null hv-pothesis to an alternative nested hypothesis.
In this case the alternative hj'pothesis is that the mean return conditional on the
vector A'r is equal to the unconditiomil mean, or that the slope parameters cill equal
zero. The Bayesian investor has not been allowed to update her prior beliefs about
the model itself since there is no consideration given to the alternative hv-pothesis.
That is. c\s the problem is currently formed, the agent only uses the data to define
the parameter space but not the model space. The result is that the Bayesian agent
acts in a ver>- non-Bayesian way; she never update her priors on the possible models.
The investor has violated what Poirier (1988) calls Cromwell's Rule: the idea that
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one should never discount the possibility that their model of the world is wrong.
Take for instance the models of Veronesi (1999). Donaldson and Kamstra (1996).
Timmerman (2001), and Cagetti, Hansen. Sargent, and Williams (2202). In these
models the economic agents face uncertainty about the current regime and the agents
must infer the regime by observing prices over time. In such a setting it is possible
to create patterns in returns despite having a static investment opportunity set and
an absence of arbitrage. The learning process of economic agents about the regime
is the source of the persistence and not a market inefficiency. Timmennim (2001)
shows that these stnictural breaks can cause serious problems for chxssical inference
when ignored. Given the sensitivity of classical tests to ignoring tliis learning about
the regime, it is also possible that the Bayesian agent's optimal portfolio is sensitive
to the i\ssiunption that the model of asset returns is known.
Introducing uncertainty over the model space makes the investor's maximization
problem more complex. Assuming that the investor hc\s several candidate models of
the retimi generating process, then the miiximization problem in equation 3.3 takes
on the more complicated form of

max / r{[V'f^i)p{rT-i.i\'^T)drr^i
max
0<j<l
where M, is the

model. p(r7-+i|<57-

(3.4)

is the predictive density of returns given

that we use the likelihood of model Mi In forming the distribution, and p{M,) is the
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subjective probability that model i is the actual return generating process. Notice
that now the investor not only must integrate over the uncertainty in the parameters
of each model, but she must also integrate over the uncertainty of which model to
use in forecasting returns. The investor must choose how to optimally combine the
information in the models to construct a predictive density of retiuris. Such a problem
is obviously more complex than the original and will force the data to provide us with
information about a larger space of uncertainty. Forcing the data to answer more
questions simultaneously will likely reduce the perceived precision of the tmswers.
Though examining the allocation decision with 25 regressors and a known model in
KS is meant to shed some light on the importance of pre-ttst estimators in accepting
or rejecting the null hv'pothesis of no predictability, it is not obvious that the same
results of significant portfolio re-allocations cU-e obtained when the agent is allowed
to simultaneously determine which model to use in forming the predictive density for
retiuns. The model imcertainty allows the investor to evaluate a niuuber of competing
models and incorporate information from each.

3.3.1

Point Miiss on the Model of No-Predictability

Given the silence of asset pricing models on the form of predictability in asset prices,
it is important that we anaK-ze and understand how uncertainty over something cis
simple as the inclusion or exclusion of regressors influences model uncertainty and.
hence, the portfolio ciUocation problem. Pastor (2000) and Pastor and Stambaugh
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(2000) investigate model uncertainty with regards to asset mispricing. Asset pricing
models are nested in a meta model, but their framework allows for model choice only
by allowing posterior distributions on parameters to bunch up around zero, thereby
effectively turning the parameter off. This is also possible in the KS framework, how
ever it is unclear that the two approaches are identical or even close approximations.
While Carlson. Chapman. Kaniel. and Yan (2001) look at the implications of using a
partial equilibrium model in a general equilibrium framework, this paper concentrates
on model uncertainty in a particil equilibrium.
This paper's approach, and perhaps the closest to frequentist intuition, is to place
point mciss in the prior that all slope parameters are simultaneously equal to zero.
Such a procedure would be iikin to using a frequentist

F-statistic that all the slopes

in the regression are equal to zero iis a gauge of the performance of the model. The
amount of point mass at zero reflects the micertainty about the predictive power of
the model defined by the candidate regressors in AV- In the case where the investor
is iissumed to know the model of retiums (no point mass is placed at zero for the slope
parameters), there is no acciunulation of probability mass possible on the slope pa
rameters being zero since there is no competing model of unpredictability. Including
point mass in the prior could allow the agent to formally reject the model (hypoth
esis) that returns are predictable by allowing probability mass for the parameter to
accumulate at zero. This approach is similar to Avxamov (2002) and Cremers (2000)
who also form posterior probabihties on models by choosing amongst potential re-
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gressors to analyze the predictability in stock returns and form optimal combinations
of regressors. A similar paper from a frequentist

perspective is Lo and MacKinlay

(1997). who also make a search over regressors to form portfolios with maximum pre
dictability. Brennan and Xia (2001). on the other hand, documents the sensitivity of
the optimal portfolio to model uncertainty in continuous time when the covariance
matrix is known and so is the specification of the competing models.
This paper differs from AvTamov (2002) and Cremers (2000) in that the question
of pre-test estimators is addressed directly. Avxamov (2002) and Cremers (2000)
focus on choosing amongst 14 regressors foimd in the existing literatiure to predict
cisset retiurns according to certain statisticcil measiures. For instance. A%Taraov (2002)
uses 14 regressors previously foimd to be significant in the literature cind combines
them to form an optimal investment portfolio for a Bayesian agent. The focus is
on choosing which of the 14 variables are most important for forecasting retiuris
from an investor's point of view. Cremers (2000) also looks at 14 \tU'iables found
in the existing literatiure. but instead of forming optimal investment portfolios for a
Bayesian investor the focus is on the posterior distributions and sample ex-idence in
support of the different Vcuriables. Cremers (2000) also compares the performance of
five model selection criteria and uses out of sample forecasting to check their relative
peiformance. finding that the Bayesian method performs the best. These approaches,
however, are potentially misleading since the data was asked first to identify- the 14
regressors in the previous studies. Neglecting to incorporate the other variables that
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were examined and found to be insignificant but never reported will bias the analysis
towards finding predictability in returns. Directly addressing the specification search
is particularly important in the area of asset predictability since there is very little
theory as to the functional form and causes of predictability causing the search for
predictability to be rather ad hoc.
To ascertain the importance of model uncertainty along the simplest of dimen
sions. this paper considers only linear models. In particular the focus is on the choice
of regressors to be included in the model. Obviously allowing for other models, such as
non-linear, multiple regimes, or structm-al break models will only increase uncertainty
over the predictability of regressors. In addition to the specification of the model, the
specification of the loss fimction is also considered. In the literature the loss func
tion is usually specified as the power utility fimction. though there is little reason to
believe that the power utility function is an acciurate way of modeling an investor's
portfolio allocation problem. Though use of the power utility fimction may be con
venient and appropriate in constructing eciuilibrium theory-, it may be inappropriate
for other tasks such as measuring the information content of iisset returns.
To begin, nevertheless, iissiune the power utihty fimction serves fis a relevant loss
function and that the investor chooses amongst a lineiir model of predictable stock
returns tis in equation 3.1. and a model of unpredictable stock returns. This choice
between models is represented by placing probabifity mass in the prior density that the
slope parameters are all equal to zero, thereby allowing the posterior to also contain
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point mass at zero. Allowing probability mass to accumulate at zero could cause large
changes in the allocation between the risky and the risk-free asset if probabihtj' mass
builds up on zero. One possible reason for this is the known sensitivity of the present
portfolio allocation problem to the level of expected return. In the case that point
mass is not allowed, even though probability mass may accumulate tu-ound the slope
parameters being zero, the fact that it is always epsilon away from zero will cause
the conditional mean to differ from the imconditional mean. If point mtiss is included
in the prior, however, it is conceivable that the conditional mean becomes equal to
the unconditional mean as prior beliefs iure updated and the candidate regressors are
dropped from the formation of the predictive density of returns.
To see why this might be important, consider the KS investor who uses a predictive
regression model with an intercept and one regressor to analv-ze 708 montlis of data
and obtains an R- of 0.69c " . Notice in Table 3.1 that an investor with a risk aversion
parameter of two would allocate only 939r of her wealth to the risk\- cisset instead of
999c after observing an Xr that gave a forecast for

that was one fitted regression

standard deviation below the sample mean. Also note that a similar investor with
a risk aversion parameter of 5 would reduce her portfoho weight from 639r to 37S^.
In fact the portfolio allocation varies by 51 percentage points depending on whether
the forecast for rt^i is one fitted regression standard deviation above or below the
-This is the R- of a regression of excess returns on an intercept and the cliv-idend \-ield. a variable
foimd in many studies to be significant wrhen regressed with other \-ariabIes. See. for instance.
Campbell (1991).
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sample mean. Even if the investor has previously observed 750 months of data with
an /?'- = 0 before observing the 708 month sample with an R- = 0.6%. the variation
in the portfolio allocation is still 26 percentage points. Perhaps allowing point mass
to accimaulate at zero will dampen the effect of observing Xt on the optimal portfolio
weights..
More formally, let p be the prior probabiUtv-^ the investor assigns to the event that
all the slope coefficients are equal to zero. Then I — £ represents the probability that
returns can be forecast using the predictive regressors. In terms of the prior density
on the pariuneters. the investor beUeves that there is probability p that the true value
of all the slope parameters is zero (retiums are impredictable) and probability I — p
that the slope parameters iire distributed multivariate normal. .V(.i.£T-E). where 3
is the prior mean for the intercept and k slope parameters and ^ is the co\-ariance
matrix. In the spirit of empirical Bayes. E is assumed to be proportional' to the OLS
estimate. (A' A')"'. The prior distribution for rr- is given by uir'-fn-'- ~

where

r is the degrees of freedom and a' is the mean. Increasing r is equivalent to making
the prior distribution more informative since the degrees of freedom are given as the
number of observations. T. minus the nimiber of regressors. k. So a prior distribution
on <T- with u = 100 and Ar = o is equivalent to ha\ing calculated rr- after obsen.-ing 105
monthly returns. The larger r is. the more important the prior distribution becomes
L'nclerscores represent priors and overscores represent posteriors.
'The OLS estimate is multiplied by
the ratio of the observeni sample size to the ilegrees of
freedom of the prior distribution. This is done so that a more informative prior as given by a larger
To will have a smaller co\-ariance matrix.
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in relation to the observed data set.
Instead of choosing only one of the two models to use in forming the predictive
density of returns, the investor mixes over the two models according to p. the pointmass in the posterior for J = 0. That is, if p = 1/2 then in forming the predictive
density, half of the draws will come from the model of no predictability and the other
half will come from the model of predictability. It is common in the Uterature to
perceive there to be no ""true" economic model, as in Pastor (2000). As such, a search
for the true model is seen as a fruitless exercise. Instead economic agents are seen as
using the informiition in competing models to help specify predictive densities, not
jis making accept or reject decisions amongst hypothesis. Each model is considered
potentially useful in understanding the underlying process along some dimension and
the agent"s problem is determining how much information each model contains and
should be incorporated in forming the predictive density. This is simiUu- to the idea
of encompcissing regressions in a frequentist framework.

In general the method in

forming the predictive density is as follows:

1. Draw from a uniform (0.1) distribution. If the draw^ is greater than p. then draw
the full 3. otherwise only draw the intercept Q.
2. Combine the draw on 3 (or just a if the model of no predictability was selected)
with the vector of regressors AV to get the draw on rr+i3. Continue until convergence in the distribution is achieved-
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Forming the posterior on the model of mipredictability is straightforward, but does
require the specification of a prior density. Prior densities are usually thought of as
having been formed by investors through economic theory or the observation of other
data sets not known to the econometrician. Once we have specified a particular prior,
the investor is allowed to update her belief in the model of predictable retiums versus
that of unpredictable returns by observing the data. This is done by re-evaluating
the amount of point mass at zero in the posterior density for the slope parameters,
forming the posterior probability p. To update the point mass in the prior we must
calculate the Bayes factor, wliich is given as
Pr(.? 7^ n|<I>-r)
Pr(.i = 0|<&r)

p(ik)-Pin)//p(r.
• pin] '
J J p{r.a.fT\'^-[-)d3drr

r {r, / 2 ) / r (r/ 2 )

r ( r „/2)/r ( r /2) "
[(T -

[<)4 -r (b - £i'X'X{b - J) + ( J -

- 1)]-" -

[Tsi + R(Q — a)- 4-I:(Q — a)-|~^" where subscripts p and u denote the models of predictable imd impredictable retiu-ns.
a is the mean retiun in the obser\-ed data set. a- is the prior variance of the error
term, .b" is the variance in the error for the obser\-ed data given the model. 6 is the
OLS parameter estimates for the observed data given the model, and T is the nimiber
of obser\-ations.
The Bayes factor represents the odds, given the data, that the model of pre
dictability is the return generating process. The Bayes factor itself is defined iis the
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ratio of the marginal densities of returns for the two models, where the marginal
densities can be thought of as weighted averages of the likelihoods with the weights
given by the prior density on each model's parameters. Calculating the Bayes factor
will allow the point mass on

= 0 in the prior density, p. to be updated to give the

point mass in the posterior as
_ _

P

p+ { l - p ) B F
where p denotes the posterior probability that ail the slope parameters equal zero
conditional on the observed data. It should be noted that the Bayes factor is sensitive
to the specification of the priors since the priors are used in weighting the likelihoods.
The analysis in KS uses an informative prior that is equivalent to the Investor having
observed 162 yeiurs of data with an /?" = 0. The results of the portfolio allocation
problem will potentially be different, however, when this informative prior is not only
used in forming the posterior on the piirameters but also in evaluating which of the
two models shoidd be used in forming the predictive density of retiurns. The other
prior used in KS is a diffuse, or flat prior. As Lindley (1957) points out. the Bayes
factor is not defined when the prior is not a proper, informative density. That, of
course, means that the diffuse prior often used to map problems from a Bayesian to
a freciuentist framework, like in KS. is not possible. In this paper I will refer to the
diffuse prior as one that has 700 fewer degrees of freedom than the informative prior.'
'Ln order to maintain the implied prior on R'^. the number of hj-pothetical observations in the
informative prior is a function of the number of regressors. .A.s noted in KS. the addition of one
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The analysis when there is point mass in the prior unfortunately does not solely
depend on the prior and a few seunple statistics from the data, so the solution can
not be calculated as a closed form solution of sample statistics''. Here the results
will depend on the peui:icular data set since the structm'e of the data will affect the
calculation of the Bayes factor and hence the calculation of the predictive density of
returns. To initially avoid issues common in the literature of poorly behaved data
(unit roots. multicoUinearity. endogeneity, etcetera) and to concentrate only on the
effect of uncertainty about the model in the portfolio allocation problem. I simulate
data to use in calculating the Bayes factor. Simulated data is constnicted for a niunber
of variables that have been analyzed for their ability to predict market retiums. A
list can be foimd in Appendix A along with regression results. The simulated return,
dividend yield, and dividend growth data are calibrated to the observations of the
iSrV'SE value weighted index from 1935 to 1993. The other simulated series also are
calibrated to the same time period using data obtained from the St. Louis Federal
Reserve.
Returning to the simple case of a single regressor and an R- of 0.69c. Table 3.2
contains the optimal portfolio weights obtained from the calibrated data using the
informative prior found in KS and p = 10%. As can be seen from the table, the
regressor roughly implies that the prior clistibution should contain 50 more hypothetical observ-ations
so as to maintain the prior over the model's R- constant. Here the informative prior is based off" of
700 obser\-ations. meaning that the "mformative prior when = I is 750.
^En Kandel and Stambaugh's paper only the R~. the number of observations, the number of
regressors. the mean, and the standard de\-iation are needed to solve the investment allocation
problem.
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difference between the portfolio weights is reduced once point mass that the slope
parameters is zero is placed in the prior density. In the case of the informative prior
and a risk aversion parameter of 5. the investor now has only a 15 percentage point
difference in her optimal portfolio allocation conditional on the regressors predicting
a one standard deviation' above or below the sample mean for the fitted regression.
Though the results do not converge to the case of no predictability, notice that the
posterior probability on the model of no predictability is now a full 57%. The investor
finds little evidence that returns are predictable and updates her beliefs in favor of
impredictable asset returns by 47 percentage points. In fact, as can be seen from the
Bayes factor, had the investor observed the data with a prior belief that returns are tis
likely tt) be predictable as they are impredictable. the investor s portfolio allocation
would be almost imchanged by the observation of the predictive regressors at time T
since the posterior probabiUty on the model of no predictability would be 929r instead
of 579f.
The results from the informative prior, however, may be misleading for two rea
sons. First, the informative prior is formed after the investor obser\'es a h%-pothetical
sample that has an /?' of zero. In Table 3.2 the results are bcised on a prior biased
in favor of the model of predictability, represented by _£ = 10%. Had the investor
' The (Je\iations from the regression mean must also be simulated. De\-iations are also calibrated
to the data and reported results are for those de\nations that residt in the largest movement in
portfolio weights. In general. de\-iations due mainl\- to a single variable cause less change in portfolio
weights since large de\'iations from the mean of A" introduces more \-ariance into the predictive
density.
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calculated the Bayes factor after observing the hv'pothetical data used to construct
the informative prior, they would have shifted over 99% of the point mass to the
model of no predictability, even if they used a prior of p = 1% on the model of no
predictability to begin with. That means that the appropriate prior on the model
of predictability for the investor with the KS informative prior would be p = 99%.
Thus, in realit\-. the investor using the informative prior would not alter her portfoUo allocation at all after forming her posterior and then observing the following 708
months of data and the predictive regressors at time T. Xs noted previously, even
the investor with the diffuse prior would have sliifted a majority of the probability
mtiss (jnto the model of no predictability, and had she used a prior of p = 50% she
too would leave her portfolio allocation largely unchanged.
The second reason the results may be misleading is the use of the; prior in calculat
ing the Bayes factor. Keep in mind that the Bayes factor is similar to a weighted simi
of the likelihood ratios for all possible parameter values where the prior distribution
serves as the weighting fimction. This means that the calculation of the Bayes factor
will be sensitive to the specification of the prior. Table 3.3 illustrates the sensitivity
of the posterior probability to the Bayes factor when different priors are used. Notice
that calculating the Bayes factor with an informative prior distribution centered at
the data's OLS estimates gives a Bayes factor in favor of the model of predictabihty.
Using p = 10% as the prior on the model of no predictabihty gives a posterior of
p = 1% when combined with this Bayes factor. Furthermore, recalculating the Bayes
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factor with a diffuse prior distribution centered at the observed data's OLS estimates
gives a posterior probability of p = 4% when the prior on the model of predictability
is specified as _p = 10%. Both the diffuse and informative priors centered at the OLS
estimates reduce the probabiUty mass on the model of no predictabiUty. whereas the
informative prior centered at zero increases the point mass on the model of no pre
dictabiUty from _p = 10% to p = 57%. This implies that an investor with no previous
bitis towards a model of no predictability versus one of predictability would, after ob
serving the data, conclude that stock returns were more hkely to be predictable than
not. despite the low- /?- of 0.6%.
The preceding shows that the use of point mass can avoid possible counter intuitive
cases such t\s Uirge portfolio reallocations in the face of ver\' low R-. bur only when
the prior is Ccurefully chosen to biiis against the model of predictability. Despite the
low R- the slope parameter on the independent variable remains significant so that
only prior specifications where little probability mass is placed on the observed OLS
estimates will result in a Bayes factor favoring the model of impredictable returns.
But what about when the slope variable is significant and the R- is similarly larger?
By how much does the portfoho allocation change when point mtiss on the model
of prechctability is included in the prior and the probability mass remciins centered
aroimd zero? Repeating the same analv-sis when the R- is 2.7%

is presented in Table

3.4. Here the results are very different than their Table 3.2 coimterparts. Despite the
'This comes from a regression of monthly returns on the one year T-bill mo\-ing a\-erage and an
intercept term.
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low /?-, the Bayes factor results in a posterior distribution that places almost no weight
on the model of unpredictability even though the prior distribution used to calculate
the Bayes factor is centered at zero. The reason is the significant t-statistic on the
slope parameter causes the point mass to accumulate on the model of predictability
despite the specification of the prior. Here the results are indistinguishable from the
base line case of KS. Notice that in spite of the model's inability to predict return
with much precision, as evidenced by the low fi".

the investor completely divests

herself of the risky asset after observing a conditional mean one regression standard
deviation below the mean. This is not siuprising given that the F-statistic from
the regression is significant at the 99.9% level. Indeed, there is an obvious relation
between the posterior odds and the F-statistic since both attempt to gauge the fit of
a null hv^jothesis agmnst some known alternative hv"pothesis.
In the Ccise of predictability in cisset retiuns. it is known that an extensive search
has been carried out to find variables that predict retiuTis. Wliat is the impact on the
portfolio allocation problem if we consider the same regressor with other statistically
insignificant regressors? Since we know- the regressors that appear in the published
literature have been selected from dozens and possibly himdreds of other candidates,
it is important to know the effects of the well imderstood pre test estimator problem.
How does inference change if we are able to observe the econometrician's path in
finding which \-ariables to include and which to exclude from the regression? For
instance the reported regression of dividend vield on returns in Appendix A results in
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an F-statistic of 4.8 despite an R- of 0.6%. That same R- when the regression contains
three regressors results in an F-statistic of 1.4, which is only significant at the 25%
level. Nevertheless the KS investor with a difiuse prior rebalances her portfolio by as
much as 14 percentage points unless she is allowed to place point mass on the model
of no predictabiUty in asset returns. Without point mass in the prior the inference
between classical statistics and the Bayesian method can be quite large. The Bayes
factor, like the F-statistic. will also be effected by the nmnber of regressors on the
right hcind side. Increasing the niunber of regressors while holding the

R-

constant

will reduce the Bayes factor in favor of the model of impredictable retiuns. .\llowing
the investor to shift probability mass to the model of no predictability will Uurgely
reduce the difference in inference.
As a first pass, notice the results from Table 3.5 which lists the calculated posterior
probability of predictable cisset returns for different values of K and prior probabilities
on the model of unpredictability. The R- of the samples remain near the 2.7% of the
previous analysis, but now statistically insignificant variables have been included on
the right hand side of the regression. The first entr\- comes from a regression of
monthly returns on two variables and an intercept. The portfolio for the investor
is determined by the model of predictability since the posterior probability on the
model of impredictable asset returns is close to zero, even if the prior probability
on the model of unpredictable returns is 50%. This is not surprising given that the
samples F-statistic is 13.9. significant at even the 99% level. On the other extreme
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is the case of 10 regressors. which produces a posterior probability of 99% on the
model of unpredictability even when the prior probability is less than one percent.
In Table 3.5 it is clear that the posterior odds on the model of impredictabihty tire
closely related to the model's statistical significance as measured by the F-statistic.
Not surprisingly, the investor tends to favor the model of predictable returns when
the F-statistic is significant. In the case of an /?" of 2.79c. as long as the reported
regressor was chosen firom among 5 or more regressors it appears that an investor
would keep the model of unpredictable retiums. In fact, jus long cis the regression uses
10 or more regressors the R- could be over b% and still the investor would reject the
model of predictable returns.

3.3.2

Point Mass on the Nested Models

To get a better idea of how model imcertainty alters the ptirtfolio allocation problem
we might also ask the question how one chooses which regressors to include in the
model of predictability to begin with? Given that there are K potential regressors to
be included in the model, there are in fact 2^ candidate models or combinations of
those regressors. But how does an investor choose which model (or which regressors)
should be used? The most obvious approach for a Bayesian agent is to allow for the
exclusion of candidate regressors as the investor observes the data. Placing point miiss
in the prior that any given regressor is in fact uncorrelated with the left hcmd side
variable tmd should be excluded from the regression will allow the investor to retissess
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the probabiUty that a regressor should be excluded from the regression equation. This
allow-s the investor to refine the model over time instead of making the stark decision
to either reject the model of predictability altogether or accept it as is. such tis is
done in the previous section.
Take, for instance, the behavior of the investor in the KS framework who observed
the results of a regression with 25 variables and an /?- of 2.5%. Perhaps of the 25
regressors included in the model only the first is found to be important as measiured
by the t-statistic. Assume that the other 24 regressors have t-statistics of 0.1. and
that the realization of the first regressor at time T is equal to its sample mean.
Yet if the other 24 regressors are one sttmdard deviation below their sample means
it is ciuite cronceivable that the predictive density as defined by all 25 regressors
could have a conditional mean close to one fitted regression standcird deviation below
the imconditional mean. As seen in the previous section, the investor would not
alter her portfolio allocation if she considers both the models of predictability and
unprechctability. unlike the KS investor. But what if the reverse were tnie? What
if the statistically significant variable is one standard deviation below its meim while
the other variables are one standard deviation above theirs?
The problem is that in e\'aluating a model we are primarily concerned with the fit
of the model, perhaps as measured by an F-statistic. However when we think about
decision making and forecasting, the model needs to be e\'aluated on a regressor
by regressor basis since including spurious regressors can greatly alter the predicted
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outcome (predictive density) even if the parameter estimates of the true model's
regressors are unbiased. That is, the investor should be allowed to pick and choose
which regressors should be excluded from forming the conditional mean as the data
is observed. Forcing the investor to make a simple decision between the models of
unpredictability and predictability may be as misleading as forcing the investor to
only consider the model of predictability. Allowing the investor to choose amongst
regressors greatly increases the model space by allowing the investor to now choose
amongst 2*^ models, each with a different prediction for the next month's return.
Such a large model space will undoubtedly contain models that predict both that the
conditional return will be liigher than the unconditioncil expected return and those
that predict it will be lower.
By allowing for the larger model space the data is forced to provide more answers
(which regressors should be included and what the parameter \-jilues are). As the
number of answers required from the data grows, the less perceived precision there is
in those answers. At the same time, however, this allows the investor to make decisions
while ignoring potentially misleading variables and shoidd produce more acciu-ate
inference. Unlike before when the probability of no predictability was chosen directly,
here the total point mass on the model of no-predictability is given by the product of
the probabilities that each predictive regressor is excluded from the regression model
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where p, is the probability that variable i should be excluded from the regression.
In the case of 25 regressors. and given that p. = 0.5 for all i. the probability of
no-predictability is about 0.0000003, meaning that the investor, before observing the
data, believes that predictability in returns is a virtual certainty. The real question
is how much predictability is perceived to be in the data when the investor is only
uncertain about which variables should be included in the regression, not whether or
not there is predictability? The answer to this question will help explain if KS results
were primarily the result of the investor's (perceived) knowledge of the data generating
process or because the data itself strongly reject the notion of no predictability.
In keeping with KS. let the investor's prior distribution for each slope parameter
J,, conditional on J, ^ 0. is given by N(3,.Tf). The prior distribution of rr'- is the
standard form:
U f T ' /rr~ ~ \ " ( r )
This gives us proper priors and. with normally distributed error terms, conjugate
priors. Following the notation in Geweke (1994), define r, = /y, —

The

conditional distribution of each slope parameter is given by combining the likelihood
function kernel
J, = 0
with the prior distributions on rr and J,. The resulting kernel density for J,. 3^ ^ 0
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e

-V(;._fcr.,)2/-iT2 _

where b =

, g-(62/2<;a+^/2rf-jf/2a2)

(3.5)

e = a-rr; = (<r - + r, "). and 3j = rT;((; -b +

r, "^.)- Notice that if J,

0 and rr is known, then J, is distributed normally. The

distribution for rr. conditional on all the betas, is given by the familiar form
[im' + (V - X3)'{1J - X3)\la-

~

\\v^T)

(3.6)

Sampling from the posterior density is strmghtforward, though convergence is
slow^ . Gibbs sampling is used to construct the posterior since it is not of standard
form. The draws are stiu-ted using the OLS estimates for the betas and n. To
construct the next draw on the betas, the data is used to calciilate the Bayes factor
in favor of the model 3^ ^ 0 versus 3j = 0 conditional on the other betas and rr.
Tlie Bayes factor is in turn is used to update the probabiUty that regressor i should
be excluded from the regrfssion equation, p . The Bayes factor in favor of the model
bv
J '# 0 versus J,J = 0 is given
o

To update the probability that regressor j should be excluded from the regression
eciuation the posterior odds ratio Pj for the model that 3^ = 0 is calculated using the
'""Geweke (1994) notes that computational time is "roughly proportional to the cube of the niunber
of regressors." Cremers (2000) and A\Tamov (2002) use 14 regressors. but Cremers (2000) does not
maximize expected utility while .\vTamov (2002) does not report statistics on convergence. I only
do 5 regressors because of problems with convergence in this setting. In this case there are 2"' = .32
models being e\-aluated. With 5 regressors the ntunber of draws on returns to ensure convergence is
roughly 3 million, making miiximization of the expected utility very difficult and computationally
costly.
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Bayes factor (notice that pj will be different each draw since the Bayes factor being
calculated is conditional on the values of the other betas, which themselves change
with each draw)
'''" p^ + a-p^)BF
A draw is then made from a uniform distribution on the interval [0.1], If the draw is
less than Pj. then 3j is set equal to zero and the next slope parameter is drawn. If the
draw is greater than Pj. then the slope parameter 3^ is drawn from a conditionally
normal distribution. 3j ~ .\'(3j.fTz). .After each of the K slope pcirameters has been
chosen, then rr is drawn conditional on the vector of the betas. Given the new betcis
and rr. the process is repeated. The process is continued until convergence is acliieved.
Since the goal in this anal\-sis is to maximize the expected utility, the predictive
density for the month ahead retium must be formed. Given the draws on the slope
parameters and

rr

(the posterior density on the parameters), the predictive density

for returns is constructed by adding in the predictive likelihood and integrating over
the parameter space as in equation 3.4. This is done by taking each of the draws
on beta and calculating the expected retiuni given the vector of predictive variables
Xt and adding in a normally distributed error term . Cf ~

A*(0.rr-).

cis in equation

.">.1. For each of the chaws on the parameters I obtain 5.000 retiurns since I take 5.000
draws on the error term. So if there cure N draws on the parameters there will be
5. OOOA" returns forming the empirical predictive distribution for the one month ahead
continuously compoimded return. The 5, OOOiV draws from the predictive density are
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then used to perform the integration in equation 3, giving the expected utility as a
function of the portfoUo weights. Maximization of the utility function is then carried
out using a simple quadratic interpolation method.
Table 3.6 represents the portfolio weight given to the risky asset by an investor
who observes 59 years worth of data with an R- = 3.3% and then forms a predictive
density given the current realization of 2 predictive regressors. Results are listed for
the investor that only considers the model of predictability cis in KS using a diffuse
prior, along with results for an investor who places 10% probability on the model of
maprechctability and equally distributes the remaining 909c among the 2''' models of
predictability, using both a diffuse and an informative prior. Here it is important to
note that the simulated standard deviation plav-s an important role in the analysis
since the portfolio weights will be sensitive to which variables are farthest from their
mean. One important point to keep in mind is that there are mmierous values of
the regressors that will result in a one fitted regr€?ssion standard deviation from the
mean. Each set of values for the regressors. however, will result in a different portfolio
allocation. Because of the optimal portfolio"s sensitivity to the regressor values, all
tables contain results for the simulated deviations that residt in the largest movement
in the optimtil portfolio allocation^".
Table 3.6 reveals that model uncertainty* does reduce the portfolio movement
'"Most of the simulated de\'iations anal\-zed result iii small portfolio movements, usually around
only 59c. Due to the computational costs, however, it is not feasible to report the distribution of
the optimal portfolio weights for different simulated de\-iations.
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caused by the observed vector AVr but there remains significant movement in the
portfolio weights. Adding a third variable as in Table 3.7 does little to change the
results. Even though only one of the variables is found to be significant, the investor
still makes large changes to her portfolio, merely choosing to discard the other regressors. Unlike in the previous section where the investor was forced to either accept jill
regressors or reject all regressors, it doesn't appear that the search for statistically
significant variables is as important for the inference drawn by the investor. Before,
the investor would reject the model of predictability despite statistically significant
regressors. Now the investor merely tosses out the insignificimt variables.

3.4

Choice of the Loss Fimction

As mentioned previously, the loss fimction in addition to the likelihood function
(model) is important in measiuing the ectjnomic information in the data. In the
case of the portfolio allocation problem it is known that the powder utility fimction
is sensitive to the mean but much less sensitive to the variance. Since the Bayesian
agent must be a close approximation to the marginal investor for meaningfid inference
about the time-series properties of the investment opportunity set to be made, it
is reasonable to cisk if the power utility fimction is a retisonable choice as the loss
function. More generally, what are the properties of the power utility fimction in the
investment allocation problem and how- does the choice of the utility fimction influence
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the perceived degree of predictability in returns? A related paper is Ait-Sahalia and
Brandt (2001) who look at the implications for general portfolio advice from portfolio
advisors when assets are thought to be predictable iuid investors potentially have
non-expected utility functions, though the paper does not attempt to address the
appropriateness of different utility functions..
As can be seen in Table 3.8. the sensitivity to the mean and the variance will in
part be determined by the chosen risk aversion parameter. Take iis a starting point
an investor with a risk aversion pcirameter of two that observes a risky asset with
a thirty btisis point risk premiiun and a variance of 0.0005. Notice that increasing
the variance by a factor of sixteen reduces the portfolio allocation to the risky iisset
from 99'/( to 869c when the expected return on the risky cisset is held constant. On
the other hand, reducing the expected retiurn by 28 basis points wliile keeping the
variance constant reduces the portfoho allocation to the risky iisset to 899r. In fact
by adding 28.5 bfisis points to the expected return of 0.39c the vtiriance would have to
increase almost 32 times over to induce a portfoho allocation of 869r. Such tolerance
of volatility in stock returns is likely inconsistent with the preferences of the average
investor, yet possibly consistent with those of the marginal investor, often cissmned
to be large investors or institutions.
Turning attention to the case of an investor with a risk aversion piurameter of
five, however, and a riskv' asset that carries a two basis point risk premium and a
variance of 0.0005. notice that the portfoho allocation drop)S only 8% points when
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the volatility is larger by a factor of sixteen. Yet adding twentyeight basis points to
the risk premium increases the portfolio allocation to the risky asset to 99%. Such
sensitivity to the mean and insensitivity to the variance is important in the asset
allocation problem because a larger variance will always lead to a larger predicted
movement in the expected mean of the return. Recall that in the case of no model
uncertainty that a predicted one regression standard deviation fi:om the mean can be
written as
r r ^ i = r ± (Tp •
Notice that increcising the variance of the returns (Ty wliile holding the regression Rconstant will increase the deviation from the mean. Though classical statistics would
not distinguish between the two cases, the Bayesian investor with a power utility
fimction would. An implication is that investors perceive the ec-oncjniic importance of
predictability iis more significant for high \-ariance stocks than low variance stocks.
Though the power utility fimction is ubiquitous in the literature and easy to
work with, it is not clear that it is an appropriate loss function to use in iissessing
the economic information content of the predictabilit\' of iisset returns. The desir
able properties of the fimction such iis risk aversion and isoelasticity with respect
to wealth have made it theoretically popular and useful for generating equilibriimi
results. Nevertheless it is potentially inappropriate for making inferences about the
decision process for individual investors. More thovight and research are needed to
ascertain the desirable properties of a utility function when the goal is inference about
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asset predictability as opposed to equilibrium or general financial theory.

3.5

Conclusions

Predictability in returns is difficult to measure, in part due to the lack of theory about
what the sources of predictability are. Classical statistical tests are not overpowering,
but in the face of mounting studies that claim to have foimd predictabiUty in asset
returns the sentiment thiit returns cure predictable is rapidly increasing in finance.
Understanding the source of predictability is important in developing some type of
theor\' to explain either the inefficiency of the market or the nature of the stochtistic
investment opportiuiity set. Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) introduce a Bayesian
metric to analv-ze asset retiun predictability. Instead of asking the data to make an
accept or reject decision about the hv-pothesis of impredictable returns, the data is
iised by an investor to update her beliefs about asset returns and allocate wealth
between a riskv* and a risk firee asset. To luiderstand the economic importance of
predictability it is important to know how the information in the data is used by the
investor in forming her portfolio. Doing so requires the specification of a model and
a loss fimction.
Though many theoretical models use the power utility function it is not clear that
such a utilitv' fimction adequately models the behavior of the marginal investor. This
makes specification of the loss function difficult, but due to the wide spread theoretical
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use of the power utility it is the natural candidate. Choosing a different loss function,
however, will lead to different inference about the importance of the predictability
in asset returns. It is possible to not only construct a utility function that finds
predictability in asset returns important, but possibly to construct one that finds the
opposite result. In general the more sensitive the utility function is to the expected
return relative to the variance of returns, the more important asset predictability will
seem. More thought cuid research needs to be spent on the appropriateness of the use
of the power utility fimction in this context.
Besides the loss fimction. a likelihood (model) must also be specified through
which to view the data. Inference will not only be sensitive to the chosen utility
fmiction but also the model being considered. To miderstand how investors" would
use or interpret the predictability observed in the data it is important to consider how
investors choose iimongst models in interpreting the predictability. VVlien investors
are forced to only consider one model, the residt can be large changes to their portfolio
allocations, even when they observe an R- as low as 0.6% from a regression of three
variables on observed returns. Allowing an investor to choose between models can
largely solve this problem, greatly reducing the perceived amoimt of information. In
fact an investor may now reject the idea of predictability, making little to no change
to her portfolio since she may now place point miiss in the posterior on the model of
impredictable returns. For higher

R- something similar

of regressors on the right hand side, increases. As

K

happens cis

K. the

number

increases while holding

R-
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constant, the investor becomes increasingly likely to reject the model of predictability
when forming her portfolio. Such a result is to be expected since increasing

K

also

increases the likelihood that the obtained R' is the result of luck, not because the
regressors have any predictive power.
Forcing the agent to reject all predictive variables, however, is also misleading. An
investor is not making an accept or reject decision amongst models, but may want
to retain certain regressors while discarding others. The question the investor faces
is not what the true model is. rather what variables ture valuable in imderstanding
the retvurn generating process. Though increasing the number of \-ariables on the
right hand side while holding /?" constant does reduce the perceived predictability in
retiuTi. portfolio movement is still significant in crises and undeniable.
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A'= l.H^ = 0.6%.r = 708
Diffuse Prior

<5

99%
93%
37%
-1

Optimal PortfoUo Weights
99% 99% 99% 99%
99% 99% 99% 99%
50% 63% 75% 88%
-0.5 0
0.5
1

A
I
2
5

Informative Prior (To = 750)*

<5

99%
99%
52%
-1

Optimal PortfoUo Weights
99% 99%. 99% 99%
99% 99% 99% 99%
58% 64% 71% 78%
-0.5 0
0.5
I

A
1
2
5

* Equivalent to having observed 750
months of data wnth an R" = 0
6 = Regression Standard Deviation

A = Risk Aversion Parameter
K = Number of Slope Coefficients
T = Number of Months in the Sample
To = Number of Observations in Prior
TABLE 3.1. Portfolio Weights When the Model is Known (K=I.R2=0.006)
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K = I. R- = 0.6%, T = 708. p = 10%
Diffuse Prior (To = 50)*

<5

99%
97%
47%
-1

Optimal Portfolio
99% 99% 99%
99% 99% 99%
56% 64% 73%
-0.5 0
0.5

p = 23%

Weights
99%
99%
81%
1

A
1
2
5

Bayes Factor = 0.372

Informative Prior {Tq = 750)*

S

99%
99%
57%
-I

Optimal Portfolio
99% 99% 99%
99% 99% 99%
61% 64% 69%
-0.5 0
0.5

Weights
99%
99%
73%
1

A
1
2
5

p - 57%
Bayes Factor = 0.08-1
F-Statistic = 4.18
* Equivalent to having observed To
months of data with an R- = 0
See Table 3.1 for other definitions
p = Posterior probabiUt\p = Prior Probability of Unpredictable Returns
T.VBLE 3.2. Portfolio Weights WTien the Model is Unknown (K=1.R2=0.006)
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K = 1. R- = 0.6%.T = 708, p = 10%
Diffuse Prior {Tq = -50)*
Posterior Probabilities p on the Model
of Unpredictable Returns given Prior p
0.3% 4%
27% 77% 97%
p L%
10% 50% 90% 99%

Informative Prior (To = 750)*
Posterior Probabilities on the Model of
Unpredictable Returns given the Prior p
["99% 99% 99% 99% 99%
p 57% 61% 64% 69% 73%

* Equivalent to having obser\"ed To
months of data with an R- = 0
TABLE 3.3. Posterior Probabilities for Different Priors
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K = I.

= 2.7%.T

=

708.p = 10%

Diffuse Prior (To = 50)*

<5

0%
0%
0%
-1

Optimal Portfolio Weights
99% 99% 99% 99%
80% 99% 99% 99%
32% 69% 99% 99%
-0.5 0
0.5
1

A
1
2
5

Informative Prior (To = 750)*

<5

99%
82%
33%
-1

Optimal Portfolio Weights
99% 99% 99% 99%
99% 99% 99% 99%
50% 69%^ 86% 99%
-0.5 0
0.5
1

1
2
5

p = 0.25% Bayes Factor = 0.084
F-Statistic = 19.2
* Equivalent to having observed To
months of data with an R" = 0
See Table 3.1 for other definitions
p = Posterior probability
£ = Prior Probability of UnprecUctable Retiunis
T.-VBLE 3.4. Portfolio Weights When the Model is Unknowii (K=l.R2=0.027)

R- = 2.7%. T = 708

K

407c
2

Posterior Probabilities on
Model of Predictable Returns
33%
70%
98%
99%
82%
95%
99%
99%
97%
99%
99%
99%
3
4
5
10

Baves Factor
F-Statistic

2
13.9
10.1

3
0.22
6.5

I7c
77c

4
0.05
4.8

5
0.0018
3.9

10
5.7x10"
1.8

P
10%
50%
90%

K

R- = 5%.r = 708

K

Baves Factor
F-Statistic

Posterior Probabilities on
Model of Predictable Returns
0%
0%
2%
99%
0%
0%
15%
99%
0.004% 0.01% 62%
99%
2
3
5
10
2
18.121
18.7

3
6.054
12.4

5
5.6
7.3

10
1.3x10-'^
3.6

P
1
2
5

K

p = Prior Probability of Unpredictable Returns
TABLE 3.5. Posterior Probabilities for Different Size Models

K = 2,R- = 3.3%. T = 708. p = 10%
Diffuse Prior - Kandel &c Stambaugh

<5

0%
0%
0%
-1

Optimal Portfolio Weights
99%
99% 99% 99%
70%
99% 99% 99%
28%
68% 88% 99%
-0.5
0
0.5
1

A
1
2
5

Diffuse Prior {Tq = 50)

6

99%
62%
25%
-L

Optimal Portfolio Weights
99%
99% 99% 99%
99%
99% 99% 99%
46%
68% 88% 99%
-0.5
0
0.5
1

A
1
2
5

Informative Prior [To = 750)

6

99%
99%
50%
-1

Optimal Portfolio Weights
99%
99% 99% 99%
99%
99% 99% 99%
59%
68% 75% 83%^
-0.5
0
0.5
I

Posterior Probability
Regressor is Ebccluded
T-Statistic

Regressor 1
56%
0.73

A
I
2
5

Regressor 2
0.001%
-4.6

T.-VBLE 3.6. Portfolio Weights When the Regressors are Chosen (K
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K = Z . R - = 3.3%. T = 708. p = 10%

Diffuse Prior (To = 50)

8

Optimal
99% 99%
69% 99%
27% 46%
-1
-0.5

Portfolio Weights
99% 99% 99%
99% 99% 99%
68% 84% 99%c
0
0.5
I

A
1
2
5

Informative Prior (71) = 850)

6

Posterior Probability
Regressor is Excluded
T-Statistic

OptimiU
99% 99%
99% 99%
50% 57%
-1
-0.5

Portfolio Weights
99% 99% 99%
99% 99% 99%
68% 73% 80%
0
0.5
1

Regressor I
75%
0.81

A
I
2
5

Regressor 2
0.01%
-4.9

Regressor 3
86%
0.71

T.-VBLE 3.7. Portfolio Weights When the Regressors are Chosen (K=3)
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.4 = 2.T — 708. To = 0

Optimal Portfolio
86%
52%
55%
99%
60%
99%
69%
99%
89%
99%
Mean 0.02% 0.3%
b
-0.5
-0.25

Weights
99%
99%
99%
99%
99%
0.585%
0

Variance
0.0084
0.0042
0.0021
0.00105
0.0005

A = 5. r = 708. To = 0

Mean
6

10%
11%
12%
14%
18%
0.02%
-0.5

Optimal Portfolio Weights
17%
24%
29%
33%
24%
38%
47%
56%
39%
68%
83%
99%
67%
99%
99%
99%
99%
99%
99%
99%
0.3%
0.585% 0.77%
0.96%
-0.25
0
0.25
0.5

Variance
0.0084
0.0042
0.0021
0.00105
0.0005

(5 is the niimber of standard deviations from the mean
TABLE 3.8. Optimal PortfoUo Weights for the Power Utility Fimction
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Appendix A
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF HISTORICAL DATA USED IN SIMULATING NEW
DATA

monthlv returns*
dividend vield*
dividend growth*
spread^ Aaa - Tbill
spread'^ Baa - Tbill
Tbill - .\[A( IVT)

Averages
0.5%
3.9%
-0.2%
2.0%
3.1%
-0.30

Standard
Error
0.0460
0.0135
0.1123
1.2608
1.5635
0.9346

AutoCorrelation
3.3%
71.0%
-44.0%
96.0%
97.0%
91.0%

Correlation
100%
8.2%
9.4%
11.2%
10.7%
-16.4%

tuorithly returns: Continuously compounded monthly return for N\'SE stocks
di\-idend yield: Sum of all dividends for N\'SE stocks paid over the last year
divided by the current sum of the prices
dividend growth: The growth in the dividend yield over the previous month
spread Aaa: The spread between Aaa bonds and a one month T-bill
spread Aaci-Tbill; The spread between Baa bonds and a one month T-bill
Tbill-\LA.( LVT): The difference between the L month T-bill and its one year
moving average
These variables hcive appeared in several studies, including Campbell (1991)
and (1986). HcU:vey(1987). Chen. RoU. and Ross(1986) just to name a few.
* : Data obtained from CRSP
-t- : Data obtained from the St.Louis Federal Reserve Bank
~: Data obtained from Ibbotson Associates 1997 yearbook
TABLE A.l. Descriptive Statistics of Historical Data
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K = 1. R- = .006

R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

0.0067
0.0054
0.0463

F-Statistic

4.81

Significance

0.03

Intercept
Dividend Yield

Coefficients
-0.0053
0.2819

Standard Error
0.0054
0.1285

T-Stat
-0.9832
2.1943

P-value
0.3259
0.0285

K = 1. R- = .027
R Squcire
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

0.027
0.026
0.046

F-Statistic

19.541

Significance

0.00001

Coefficients
0.0034

Standard Error
0.0018
0.0018

T-Stat
1.8648
-4.4205

Intercept
Moving Average

-0.0081

T.-VBLE A.2. Regression Results for Single Variable Regressions

P-value
0.0626
0.0000
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K = 3. R- = .034
R Square
Adjusted R Square
StcUidard Error

0.034
0.030
0.046

F-Statistic

8.178

Intercept
Dividend Yield
Moving Average
Dividend Growth

Coefficients Standard Exror
-0.007
0.0054
0.772
0.352
0.002
-0.009
-0.003
0.006

Significance

0.00002
T-Stat
-0.9832
2.193
-4.607
-0.486

P-value
0.3259
0.029
0.000
0.627

K = 5. R- = .049
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

0.049
0.042
0.045

F-Statistic

7.178

SignificcUice

0.000001

Intercept
Moving Average
DiWdend Yield
Dividend Growth
Aaa Spread
Bcia Spread

Coefficients
-0.0100
-0.0086
0.3975
0.0404
0.0062
-0.0049

Standard Error
0.0061
0.0023
0.1358
0.0152
0.0047
0.0038

T-Stat
-1.6463
-3.7956
2.9276
2.6535
1.3320
-1.2877

P-value
0.1002
0.0002
0.0035
0.0081
0.1833
0.1983

TABLE A.3. Regression Results for Multiple Variable Regressions
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Appendix B
POSTERIOR MEANS FOR THE MODEL OF PREDICTABILITY

Underscores represent prior distributions and overscores represent posterior distribu
tions.
J is the vector of parameters
E is the covariance matrix for 3
A' is the T x { K + 1) matrix of observations on the regressors and intercept

Y is the 7" length vector containing the observed returns
r is the degrees of freedom

I r is the T x T identity matrix
rr- is the variance of the error term
J=

+A'^V6)

7 f - ( r o + T ) = cori- + ( Y - X b f ( [ T + A'EA'^)(R - A'FC)
S = ( £ - ' + A^A)-^
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